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Abstract
In this PhD thesis application of numerical methods to simulation-based
optimization of solar thermal systems both in the planning process and in operation
is investigated. The optimization process starting from definition of a target
function and specification of optimization parameters, moving forward with
application of an optimization algorithm and ending up by sensitivity analysis at the
found optimum, is described in detail. A hybrid genetic CHC – binary search
algorithm is proposed and applied. As a combination of reliable global genetic
algorithm with fast local binary search, the hybrid algorithm is computationally
efficient, especially due to good parallelization, and reliable in finding the global
optimum. Application of the algorithm to design optimization of the solar heating
combisystem shows optimization potential of around 13% in terms of solar energy
costs or 19 percent points in terms of extended fractional energy savings when
compared to the system configuration planned by the experts. Pareto front is built
showing the optimal solar energy costs for desired energy savings of the system, or
vice versa. Influence of variation of domestic hot water and space heating demand
as well as geographical location on Pareto front and optimal combisystem
configuration is investigated. To determine the most important parameters and
quantify their influence on the solar energy costs function, three methods of the
global sensitivity analysis: multiple linear regression, Morris method and extended
Fourier amplitude sensitivity test are applied in two parameter spaces around the
optimum.
To overcome dimensionality problem when optimizing solar heating system in
operation, splitting long year optimization into many short ones is proposed and
applied to optimization of flow rates on hourly basis. Only negligible potential of
0.3 per cent points in terms of extended fractional energy savings is determined. A
significant potential is shown in another way for dynamic optimization of the
auxiliary heater control settings.
In the last part of the thesis a control-based anti-stagnation approach consisting of
induced inefficient daily collector operation and nightly cooling is proposed and
theoretically investigated. Minimal specific store volume required for stagnationfree operation of the solar heating system is calculated for ten sunniest days in a
row without heat consumption. Influence of location, collector thermal loss
coefficient, solar radiation, day and night ambient temperature is analysed. Practical
implementation of the approach reduces the excess thermal energy by 33% during
the induced inefficient collector operation compared to the usual control strategy.
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Zusammenfassung
In Rahmen dieser Dissertation wurde Anwendung numerischer Methoden auf
simulationsbasierte Planung- sowie Betriebsoptimierung solarthermischer Anlagen
untersucht. Der detailliert beschriebene Optimierungsprozess beinhaltet die Definition der
Zielfunktion, die Auswahl zu optimierender Parameter und des Optimierungsalgorithmus
sowie die Methoden zur Sensitivitätsanalyse in der Umgebung des Optimums. Für
solarthermische Anlagen wurde ein hybride Algorithmus, bestehend aus einem genetischen
CHC und einem binären Suchalgorithmus, vorgeschlagen und angewendet. Der hybride
Algorithmus ist sehr effizient hinsichtlich des Rechenaufwands besonders aufgrund guter
Parallelisierungseigenschaften und zuverlässig bei der Identifizierung eines globalen
Optimums. Die Anwendung des Algorithmus auf die Planungsoptimierung solarer
Kombianlagen zeigt ein Optimierungspotenzial von 13% niedrigere Gestehungskosten
) oder 19 Prozentpunkte höhere
solarer Wärme bei gleicher solarer Deckungsrate (
,
solare Deckungsrate (

,

) bei gleichen Wärmegestehungskosten. Weiterhin wurde eine

Pareto Front ermittelt, die die niedrigsten solaren Wärmegestehungskosten für eine
gewünschte solare Deckungsrate zeigt und vice versa. Um die Stabilität der optimalen
Systemkonfiguration zu bewerten, wurden Warmwasserverbrauch, Raumheizung und
Standort variiert und ihr Einfluss auf die optimale Systemkonfiguration und das
Optimierungspotential untersucht. Darüber hinaus wurden Methoden globaler
Sensitivitätsanalyse herangezogen, um die einflussreichsten Parameter in der Umgebung
des Optimums zu identifizieren und deren Einfluss zu quantifizieren.
Betriebsoptimierung solarer Kombianlagen zu jeder Stunde des Jahres wurde ermöglicht
durch eine Teilung der jährlichen Optimierung in mehrere kürzere Dauer. Es wurde
festgestellt, dass durch die optimalen Massenströme in einer Solaranlage eine
vernachlässigbare Verbesserung von 0.3 Prozentpunkten für solare Deckungsrate erreicht
werden kann. Dynamische Optimierung von Reglereinstellungen der Nachheizung zeigt
hingegen wesentlich höheres Optimierungspotenzial.
Abschließend wurde eine Methode zur regelungsbasierten Vermeidung von Stagnation in
solaren Kombianlagen entwickelt. Diese Methode beinhaltet eine Reduktion der
Überschusswärme durch einen bewusst verschlechterten Kollektorbetrieb tagsüber und
eine Nachtsauskühlung des Speichers. Für zehn sonnenreichste Tage in Reihe ohne
Wärmeabnahme wurde das minimale spezifische Speichervolumen bestimmt, der für einen
stillstandsicheren Betrieb mit der entwickelten Betriebsmethodik benötigt wird. Weiterhin
wurde der Einfluss von dem Standort, der Kollektoreigenschaften, der solaren Einstrahlung
und den Umgebungstemperaturen ermittelt. Praktische Anwendung der Methode zeigt,
dass im Vergleich zu einer üblichen ∆ Regelung durch den bewussten ineffizienten
Kollektorbetrieb der Eintrag von Überschusswärme in den Speicher um 33% reduziert
werden konnte.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background and motivation
It is obvious that the energy is crucial for the mankind. Evolution of human beings
implies not only evolution of capabilities but also evolution of needs which enable
and facilitate their lives. With industrial progress human needs evolved
tremendously and increased the energy consumption. As I was finishing my school
in Ukraine in the middle of 90-th my mother bought me a personal computer and I
was the only one in my class who had a computer. Now, only two decades later, it is
hard to imagine.
Growing consumption of energy mostly supplied by fossil fuels causes
environmental problems with unpredictable consequences. Since it is not likely to
reduce human needs, the technologies come enabling efficient use of clean
renewable energy and in this way reducing environmental impact. However,
existence of even the best renewable technology does not necessarily mean its good
dissemination. Especially for those who do not have “saving environment” high on
their priority list, the new renewable technology must be not only efficient and
affordable but also profitable to gain their acceptance. Although the environmental
awareness is a key factor and it is encouraging that more and more private
households behave accordingly, the governmental incentives are being developed
and implemented in Germany and other countries in order to facilitate
dissemination by making renewable technologies more attractive. It is especially
important in times when fossil fuels prices are low.
Having the main focus on numerical optimization of solar thermal combisystems
designed for preparing domestic hot water and space heating in households, this
thesis makes an attempt to contribute to better dissemination of solar thermal
technology. Since operation of a solar thermal combisystem consisting of many
components connected together, is not simple, dynamic system simulations are
often required to investigate the system behaviour. Proper dimensioning of the
system components as well as efficient controller settings depend on changing
boundary conditions as weather, domestic hot water and space heating demand. In
addition to energetic performance, the dimensioning of combisystem must be
justified economically. All this makes finding the combisystem configuration
optimally designed in terms of lowest solar energy costs for a given location and
demand rather challenging.
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1.2. Objectives and outline
Three main objectives are formulated and pursued within this study:
1. Estimation of potential of design optimization of solar heating combisystems
with numerical algorithms. How sensitive is the obtained optimum to
changes of boundary conditions or optimized parameters themselves?
2. Development of an approach for estimating potential of optimization of the
combisystem in operation
3. Development of the control based approach to avoid stagnation in solar
combisystems
As it is seen from the objectives, the focus of this thesis is on methodology
development and application. The present study is based on earlier research
conducted by Michael Krause at University of Kassel and described in his thesis
(Krause, 2003). However, the method applied for design optimization of the solar
combisystem as well as those for sensitivity estimations are different. Different
approach is also developed and applied to optimization of the flow rates in
operation.
Numerical model of the solar heating combisystem already developed for the
TRNSYS simulation environment (Klein at al., 2009) in the framework of the IEA
Task 32 is used throughout the thesis.
The thesis is structured as follows.
In Chapter 2 the investigated combisystem is presented and described in detail
together with the boundary conditions and performance indicators, following the
IEA Task 32 report (Heimrath and Haller, 2007).
Chapter 3 gives a brief overview of optimization methods, their strong and weak
sides. Structure and general scheme of genetic algorithm are described in more
detail. Three global sensitivity methods are introduced here as well.
In Chapter 4, an optimization problem is formulated for design optimization of the
IEA Task 32 solar thermal combisystem and a hybrid CHC – binary search
algorithm is proposed and applied for its solving. Pareto front between solar energy
costs and extended fractional savings of the combisystem is built basing on results
of several optimization runs. Influence of boundary conditions as weather
(geographic location of the combisystem), domestic hot water and space heating
demand on both the optimal combisystem configurations and Pareto front itself, is
shown and analysed. In the second part of the chapter, introduced sensitivity
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analysis methods are applied in the space around the optimum point to investigate
influence of single optimization parameters and two boundary conditions on the
solar energy costs. Special attention is paid to computational aspects such as
parallelisation potential of the methods. Convergence and reliability are addressed
as well.
In Chapter 5 a method is proposed enabling time-consuming hourly optimization of
the combisystem. It is based on an idea of separation of the whole year optimization
into many short ones. The presented method is applied to the estimation of potential
of dynamic flow rate optimization. Potential of the dynamic optimization of the
boiler controller settings is estimated in different way, by replacing the boiler
heating up the auxiliary part of the store by two electrical instant heaters placed in
domestic hot water and space heating loops.
In Chapter 6 a control-based anti-stagnation approach is proposed and theoretically
investigated consisting of inefficient daily collector operation and nightly cooling of
the store. Minimal specific store volume is determined which is required for
stagnation-free operation of the solar thermal system during ten modelled sunniest
days in a raw without heat consumption. Influence of the boundary conditions such
as solar radiation, collector heat loss coefficient, ambient day and night
temperatures, night cooling duration, on the minimal specific store volume is
theoretically estimated. Difficulties in practical implementation of the inefficient
daily collector operation, possible solution and results from field tests are addressed
as well.
In Chapter 7 the results of the thesis are summarized and limitations are discussed.
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2. D
Descrip
ption off investtigated
d refereence so lar theermal
ccombisyystem
In thhis Chapterr the refereence solar tthermal com
mbisystem
m investigatted through
hout the
thesiis is brieflly describeed followinng (Heimrrath and Haller,
H
20007). The reeference
combbisystem was
w proposed withinn a framew
work of thee IEA Task
sk 32 projeect. The
referrence conditions an
nd referennce simulaation envirronment w
were defin
ned for
simuulation off solar theermal com
mibsystemss intended
d for dom
mestic hott water
prepparation andd heating of
o the buillding. Figu
ure 2.1 shows simpliffied schem
matics of
the solar heatiing combisystem coonsisting of
o water sttorage tankk, solar co
ollector,
auxiliary heateer, two exteernal heat eexchangerss, pumps, etc.
e

Figurre 2.1: Schem
matics of refference solarr combisystem
m with auxiliiary heating loop

A nnumerical model
m
of the combbisystem was
w built in
i the TR
RNSYS (Trransient
Systtem Simulaation Tool) simulatioon program
m allowing
g user to pperform nu
umerical
simuulations onn the system
m under vvarious bou
undary con
nditions. Eaach compo
onent of
the ssystem moddelled in TRNSYS
T
(sso-called Type)
T
is a mathematic
m
cal model of
o a real
compponent, coonsisting off mathemattical equattions descriibing its phhysical beh
haviour.
In tthe follow
wing sectio
on, main componen
nts of thee IEA Taask 32 reeference
combbisystem are
a describeed in moree details.
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2.1. Main components of IEA Task 32 combisystem
2.1.1. Storage
As the solar insulation profile usually does not match the load profile, in solar
thermal applications a short-term or seasonal thermal storage tank is needed to store
the energy delivered from solar collector. In the Task 32 combisystem the storage
tank filled with water as a store medium is the central component. It is modelled by
Type 340 “Multiport store model for TRNSYS” developed by Drück (Drück, 2006)
the present version of which describes a stratified fluid storage tank with up to four
immersed heat exchangers, an internal electrical auxiliary heater and a maximum of
ten double ports (inlet/outlet couples) used for direct charge or discharge of the
storage. Up to five temperature sensors can be implemented for control purpose.
There are four loops attached to the storage tank in the Task 32 combisystem. Since
the working fluid in the collector loop is a mixture of water and antifreeze, solar
collector loop charges the storage tank via a heat exchanger, external in our case.
Charging by auxiliary heater (boiler) is done directly through one of the double
ports. On the consumption side the storage tank is directly attached to the space
heating loop of the building using the water of the space heating as a store medium.
The domestic hot water preparation loop discharges the store via fresh water station.
None of the heat exchangers immersed into the storage tank is used in the Task 32
combisystem; the store is charged and discharged via the double ports (or external
heat exchangers and double ports) only. A study conducted at University of Kassel
shows only a little benefit of charging and discharging the store via internal heat
exchangers comparing to the external ones (Zass et al., 2007).
The stratified storage tank is modelled by
of equal volume. The higher

completely mixed segments (nodes)

, the better the stratification of the store can be

1 represents a fully mixed store. If for a double port the stratified
modelled.
charging is chosen then the water enters the store at the node with the temperature
closest to the inlet temperature. Otherwise the inlet positions are fixed and the
incoming water is mixed up with the water in the respective node of the store.
Temperatures of the nodes are calculated by solving the system of differential
equations. For each node of the store the energy balance equation is written,
describing the change of its internal energy with the time as the sum of heat transfer
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caused by mass flows, heat transfer between the internal heat exchanger and the
node, conductivity with the neighbour nodes and the heat loss to the ambient.
The equation system is solved numerically in an iterative manner. The accuracy is
specified explicitly and the higher it is, the more iterations and calculation time is
required for the equation system to converge.
The energy balance of the whole store is calculated for each time step and the error
is summed up and printed out at the end of the simulation. The high error values
might indicate the convergence problems during simulation.
Heat loss capacity rate from the store to the ambient can be separately specified for
the bottom and top of the tank as well as for up to four different zones of the store
mantle. A correction factor is introduced (Heimrath, 2004) dependent on the store
volume to describe the imperfect insulation.
Auxiliary heated volume inside the store is fixed to 200 liters.
In Chapter 4, several store parameters are subject to optimization. They are the store
volume, auxiliary heated volume, thickness of the insulation, positions of the double
ports (if not stratified), position of the temperature sensor used for the collector
pump control.

2.1.2. Collector loop
On days with high solar insolation, the working fluid in the solar collector usually
warms up enough to be able to charge the store via the collector loop consisting of
solar thermal collector, external heat exchanger, collector pipes, pumps and
controller.
For simulation of the solar collector, the model (Type 832) developed by Perers and
Bales is used. It is a dynamical model which accounts for beam and diffuse solar
radiation, heat losses to the ambient and effective thermal capacitance of the
collector. Most collectors can be described by this model. For more information on
the model refer to (Perers and Bales, 2002)
Three reference collector types are defined in the IEA Task 32 with parameters
summarized in Table 2.1.

7
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Table 2.1: Reference collector parameters. Source: (Heimrath and Haller, 2007)

Collector

 ,
-

,

,

,

/

/

/

-

-

Optical
mode

,

,

Flat-plate, selective

0.80

3.50

0.015

7000

0.90

0.18

1

Flat-plate, nonselective

0.75

5.46

0.021

7000

0.88

0.18

1

Evacuated tube

0.77

1.09

0.009

44400

0.95

4

For calculation of the incident angle modifier (IAM) for the flat plate collectors the
is used (optical mode 1). For the evacuated tube collector the IAM is
parameter
calculated with use of an external data table (optical mode 4).
The counter flow external heat exchanger (Type 5) separates the collector loop with
mixture of the polypropylene and water as the working fluid from the water used as
the medium in the storage tank. On the primary side the heat exchanger is
connected to the collector pipes and on the secondary side directly to the double
port of the store. The
-value of the collector heat exchanger is calculated
dependent on the collector area using an equation from (Heimrath 2004):
88.561 ∗
In Chapter 4 the optimal
specific combisystem.

328.19,

/

(2.1)

-value of the collector heat exchanger is found for the

The specific flow rate on the primary side of the heat exchanger is set by the user.
On the secondary side it is calculated from the equality of the capacitance flow rates
on the primary and secondary sides as
∗

/

,

/

(2.2)

The heat losses are not taken into account by the heat exchanger model. To simulate
the heat losses in the collector loop, two 15 meter long copper pipes are introduced
connecting the heat exchanger with the solar collector. Diameter of the pipes and
their insulation are calculated based on the flow rate so that the velocity of the fluid
in the pipe is about 0.6
independently in Chapter 4.

/ . Pipe diameter and flow rate are optimized

Primary and secondary pumps in the collector loop are controlled by a Type 2
hysteresis ∆ controller. The pumps are turned on by the controller when the
difference between readings of the temperature sensors mounted at the collector
output and at the bottom of the tank exceeds the upper dead band setting of the
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controller and switched off when this difference becomes smaller than the lower
dead band. Another two controller rules are implemented to prevent overheating in
the collector loop in case of collector stagnation and to protect the storage tank. The
primary and secondary pumps are switched off when either threshold fluid
temperature of 110 at the collector output is reached or the temperature sensor at
the top of the storage tank shows the temperature higher than 95 . The pumps are
turned on again only after the above temperatures fall 15 and 5 below the
corresponding threshold values, respectively. All the control preferences can be
easily changed by the user. The lower and upper dead bands of the ∆ hysteresis
controller are optimized in Chapter 4.

2.1.3. Auxiliary loop
When there is not enough thermal energy delivered by collector to fully cover the
consumption needs, the conventional auxiliary boiler turns on and charges the
auxiliary volume in the top of the store to fill the gap. In Task 32 combisystem the
auxiliary boiler is modelled by Type 370. To control the boiler a separate auxiliary
controller is introduced. It starts the boiler whenever the auxiliary temperature
sensor shows 8C below the auxiliary set temperature
temperature

,

,

and runs it until the

2C is reached. The auxiliary boiler is connected with the

storage tank by a 10 meter long pipe which helps to avoid some instability
problems in simulation. Heat losses in the pipe are calculated with respect to the
constant ambient temperature of 15 . The boiler set temperature, lower and upper
dead bands of the auxiliary controller are to be optimized in Chapter 4.

2.1.4. DHW preparation loop and load profile
Hot water stored in the storage tank is used both for the domestic hot water
preparation and for the space heating. The yearly profile for the domestic hot water
demand with a 6 minute time resolution is constructed using the DHWcalc tool
developed by Jordan (Jordan and Vajen, 2005). According to the profile, the
consumption of the domestic hot water is stochastically distributed over the days
having main loads in the morning and late afternoon. Daily hot water demand for a
single family house is supposed to be 200 /

and for a multi-family house –

1000 / .
Preparation of the domestic hot water in Task 32 combysystem is performed via the
external heat exchanger Type 805 which delivers the required amount of hot water
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to the user, according to the consumption profile. When the consumption occurs,
the flow rate in the primary loop is adjusted in the way that the specified set
temperature 45 is held constant on the exit of the heat exchanger. Temperature of
the cold water coming into the heat exchanger varies on a seasonal basis as a sinus
curve with an average value at 11 and amplitude of 5 . If the domestic hot
water demand cannot be fully covered by the combisystem on specific days, then
the penalties are applied. Similarly as in collector loop, a 15 meter long pipe is
introduced to account for the heat losses. Overall heat transfer coefficient of the
DHW heat exchanger is set to 5333 / and subject to optimization in Chapter 4.
Influence of the DHW consumption on the optimum of the solar combisystem is
investigated there as well.

2.1.5. Space heating loop
Heating of the building is provided by the space heating loop with the radiator
Type 362 simulating the room radiators. Before entering the radiator, the hot water
which comes from the store is mixed up in the mixing valve with the cold water
returning from the radiator to achieve the required temperature. The flow rate in the
radiator is determined by the PID controller keeping the air temperature inside the
building over the set temperature of 19.5 . At the time steps at which the air
temperature inside the building drops below 19.5 , a numerical penalty is applied.

2.2. Reference climates and buildings
The weather conditions are the most sensitive input data for simulation of solar
heating systems, that is why careful preparation of the climate data is required. For
simulation of the Task 32 combisystem the locations of Stockholm, Zurich and
Madrid are chosen representing a wider range of the European climates. The
weather data profiles of statistical meteorological years for these locations are
generated based on the commercial database Meteonorm (Meteotest, 2016).
For simulation of the building, a two-storey free standing single family house with
the effective floor area of 70

per store, and glazed area mostly on the south

, 25% of the south façade) is chosen. The building is simulated as a
façade (12
single thermal zone. For more detailed information on wall and windows
construction elements as well as on internal gains, ventilation, electricity
consumption, thermal comfort, etc., refer to (Heimrath and Haller, 2007).
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Three building types with the same architectural design but different wall insulation
and window thermal quality resulting in different heating loads (30, 60 and
for Zurich climatic conditions) are defined within Task 32 and
100
/
simulated along with the thermal heating system. Influence of the heating demand
on the optimum of the solar combisystem is shown in Chapter 4 below.

2.3. Performance indicators
Different indicators are used to measure the performance of the solar thermal
heating systems. In the Task 32 reference TRNSYS model the fractional energy
savings indicators developed in the previous IEA Task 26 and described in
(Streicher and Heimrath, 2002) are used.
The fractional thermal energy savings

measures in percentage the

,

reduction of the auxiliary energy input to the heating system due to utilization of the
solar energy:
(2.3)

1

,

This indicator does not take into account the electricity use. The extended fractional
energy savings

is defined in a similar way but it also includes the electricity

,

consumption of the system components like pumps, controllers, etc.
,

/0.85
/0.85

1

As it is possible to reach high

,

and

,
,

/0.4
/0.4

1

(2.4)

but meanwhile not to meet the

comfort criteria for space heating or domestic hot water preparation, another
is introduced in Task 32 reference system.

fractional solar savings indicator,

This indicator includes the penalty term

which is added when the evaluated

system configuration does not meet the comfort criteria.
1

/0.85
/0.85

/0.4
,

/0.4

1

(2.5)

As already mentioned above, the penalty functions are applied when either the
required domestic hot water temperature (45 ) cannot be supplied or the room
temperature drops below the desired set temperature (19.5 ). They are defined as
follows:
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,

∙

,

where ∆
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/ is the

∙ ∆
∙ ∆

,

max 0, 45

,

,

∆
∆

1
1

(2.6)
– 1)/3600, [kWh]

(2.7)
(2.8)

– 1)/1000, [kWh]

), ∆

max 0, 19.5

and

-value of the building.

Since it is not really reasonable to refer to

,

and

,

indicators without

satisfying the comfort criteria, the indicators are modified to include the penalty
function

so that

,

in simulations below.

2.4. Simulation in TRNSYS environment
A well investigated model of the reference combisystem in form of a TRNSYS
input (deck) file ready for simulation by TRNSYS software was created as one of
the outcomes of the IEA Task 32. To get accurate simulation results and to avoid
convergence errors during the simulation, settings of the simulation environment, in
particular, those of the TRNSYS solver, must be properly chosen. In (Heimrath and
Haller, 2007) dependency of the simulated performance indicators
,

and

,

,

on simulation time step and tolerance settings (convergence and

integration accuracy) is shown. The performance indicators show stronger
dependency on tolerance settings for smaller time steps (1 or 2 minutes). To obtain
consistent simulation results for Task 32 combisystem it was recommended to use
simulation time steps of 2 or 3 minutes and tolerances of 0.002 or 0.003 both for
convergence and integration.
The computational time needed for a one-year simulation of the combisystem grows
exponentially with simulation time step decreasing. From this reason a larger time
step of 6 minutes is used in optimization calculations below. Although the accuracy
is slightly worse than for 3 minutes time step, it seems to be a good trade off in sake
of computational time. For simulation time step of 6 minutes a one-year simulation
takes around 4 minutes on a computer with 2.2 GHz CPU.
In order to facilitate making changes to Task 32 deck file and to follow the
connections between system components more easily, a visualized studio version of
the text deck file was developed at University of Kassel (Wilhelms et al., 2008).
Simulations carried out in this thesis are to much extent facilitated by this version.

3. Introduction to numerical optimization and
sensitivity analysis
In this Chapter a brief introduction to the theory of numerical optimization and
sensitivity analysis with their application to engineering problems is given.
Despite the first works on optimization theory are dated back to the 18th century,
significant development of the most numerical optimization algorithms took place
in the second half of the last century and was closely connected with rapid
development of computational devices. The problems of calculating optimal
trajectories of space rockets, optimal control of robots, traffic jam prediction and
finding the best route are only few examples to solving of which the optimization
methods have been applied.
Optimization is literally around us. In everyday life we face the problems of the
optimal choice: when we buy something we look for the highest quality at moderate
price, when we play a game we try to find the best strategy, when we have too
much to do we try to plan our time in most efficient way, etc. In all cases we have a
plenty of choices and look for the best one.
In general words, task of the optimization theory might be defined as follows: to
identify the best solution from a vast collection of alternatives without having to
evaluate all of them. To achieve this, an optimization algorithm is needed which
performs a clearly defined sequence of logical steps, usually done in an iterative
manner, leading, step by step, to the optimal solution being sought. Quality of the
algorithm might be seen as a combination of two criteria: reliability with which the
optimal solution is found and cost in form of number of evaluations (or
computational time) needed for this. These criteria are controversial meaning that
the more reliable algorithm most probably needs more system evaluations and,
other way around, only a rough estimation of the optimal solution might be possible
with only a few evaluations of the target function. In the limiting cases, the most
reliable algorithm is to evaluate all possible candidates what is also the most timeconsuming or, on the other side, to pick up only one candidate and call it the
optimal solution with a reliability of only 1/(number of all candidates). Both
efficient and reliable algorithm lies somewhere in between. In practice, reliability of
the algorithm is difficult to measure, as the optimal solution is normally not known
in advance. It could be benchmarked on a series of test optimization problems

3.1. Local and global optimization algorithms. Overview

having, for example, analytical solutions. As a result one might say that a particular
algorithm is doing well on some target functions and worse on others.
When choosing an appropriate algorithm for a given optimization problem, it is
advantageous to know the shape of the target function, optimum of which the
algorithm is going to find. More complicated target functions with many parameters
might demand more sophisticated algorithms.

3.1. Local and global optimization algorithms. Overview
Assuming that in a chosen parameter space a target function may have not only one
optimum point but several local ones, it could be difficult to say if the optimum
found by a certain optimization algorithm is the sought global one. It might be a
case that the algorithm is getting stuck in one of the local optimum points which is,
however, not the best one. The optimization algorithms able to find the global
optimum of a target function among all the local optima it has in a chosen
parameter space are called global optimization algorithms. The algorithms which
start at a certain given point of the parameter space and find an optimum usually
nearest to this point by following a certain path, are called the path-oriented
optimization algorithms or local optimization algorithms. There are also hybrid
algorithms which usually are combination of the above two.
In the following sections representatives of local, global and hybrid algorithms are
described in more detail.

3.1.1. Path-oriented optimization algorithms
The path oriented algorithms build in a stepwise manner a path along which they
follow to the optimum point. They start at a chosen point of the parameter space
which is called the initial point. At each step of the algorithm a direction is chosen
and an optimum of the target function in this direction is found. Steps are repeated
until no improvement of the target function in any direction is possible. In this way
the optimization of a complex multidimensional target function is reduced to the
series of searches along single dimensions (one-dimensional functions) each of
which is a slice of the target function in a chosen direction.
Steepest descent and coordinate descent methods, Hook-Jeeves method, gradient
methods, etc., (e.g., Nocedal and Wright, 2006), belong to the path oriented
optimization algorithms.
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3.2. Sensitivity analysis methods. Overview
Sensitivity analysis (SA) is a bunch of mathematical techniques used to assess the
relative importance of the input parameters for the output of a numerical model, that
is, the target function. The qualitative SA methods answer the questions like “which
input parameter influences the target function the most?” or what is similar: “which
of the uncertain inputs brings the most uncertainty to the target function”. Ranking
of the input parameters in order of their importance is also a task of the qualitative
SA. Quantification of the variation of the target function due to variation of the
input parameters is done by the quantitative SA.
Another principal division of the SA methods is based on their application domain,
whether they are applied locally at certain points of the input parameters space, or
they estimate parameters importance globally by exploring the whole space. In this
sense, the global and local SA are distinguished.
In the following subsections the global SA methods are described in more detail.
For introduction to SA methods and their application refer to (Saltelli, 2004).

3.2.1. Multiple linear regression
This subsection shortly introduces the multiple linear regression (MLR) and
describes its applicability to estimation of the influence of the parameters on the
target function around optimum.
MLR attempts to model the relationship between

independent variables

1, . . , (system parameters) and dependent variable

(target function) in the form:

,
where
vectors (

are
,…

,

1, . . , ,

(3.1)

measurements of the target function for corresponding parameter
, that is, system configurations

The estimates of the coefficients

, denoted as

finding the least-squares error, that is, from ∑

;
,

denote the model errors.
0, … , , are calculated by

→

. The coefficient

is

called intercept and it estimates the value of the target function when all the
1, … ,

are called slopes. They

represent the change in the mean of the target function

due to the unit increase in

parameters equal zero. The coefficients
the corresponding parameters

,

when all other parameters are fixed. The fit values
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∑

of the target function are obtained as

and the residuals

between measured and fitted target function are

.

To determine the quality of the model, that is, to check how well the measured
values

are described by the fit, the determination coefficient or squared multiple

correlation

is introduced as:
1

where

∑

(3.2)

,

is the sum of squares of the model quantifying how

far is

estimated by the model from “no relationship” simple mean of measured
∑
is squared sum of errors telling how much the modelled
data,
∑
target function differs from the measured one, and
is the
total sum of squares describing how much the measured data vary around their
mean.

.

The determination coefficient
regression model (

is a proportion of the variation due to the

) in the whole variation of the measured data

therefore it varies between 0 and 1. Small values of

and

mean poor fit of the

measured data by the MLR model, whereas the values close to 1 show the good
quality of the model. In other words,
variation in the target function
parameters

,…,

∙ 100% shows how many percent of the

can be explained by the model, that is, by the

.

Besides the fit coefficients
software calculate the

and determination coefficient

, the statistical

– values which are the measures for statistical significance

of the parameters. More precisely the

– value shows how compatible the

measured data are with the so-called null hypothesis
coefficient is zero, that is, the parameter

:

0 stating that the fit

has no impact on the target function.

The – value is the probability of obtaining effect of the parameter at least as
strong as in the measured data sample when assuming that the null hypothesis is
true. For example the

value of 0.01 means that if assume the null hypothesis to be

true, at least the observed impact can be obtained in only 1% of samples due to
random sampling error. If the value is small then one of the following is true:
either the null hypothesis is true but the measured data sample is so unusual or the
null hypothesis is false. Testing with other data might be useful for rejecting the
null hypothesis that is, stipulating the significance of the influence of the parameter
on the target function with more confidence. The levels of the

value smaller than
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0.001 and 0.01 indicate very strong and strong significance of the corresponding
parameter.
The % confidence interval can be calculated for each regression coefficient

as

well. It tells that other estimates of the regression coefficient which can be obtained
using different randomly sampled measurement data lie within this confidence
interval % of time. In this study usual 95% confidence intervals are obtained for
the regression coefficients.
The MLR method is applied to estimating the portion of the influence of the solar
combisystem parameters on the chosen target function near the previously found
optimum. It is applied because the regression coefficients of the MLR model can be
easily interpreted and, in fact, they are the sought portion of the influence. Another
advantage of the method is that in contrast to the differential analysis in which the
influences are estimated only at the selected points, the MLR model is valid over
the space made up by variation ranges of the parameters. The method also allows
self-verification in the form of the coefficient of determination
variation in target function is explained by the linear model. If

telling how much
is relatively

small, in our case smaller than 80%, then other methods of the sensitivity analysis
should be applied.

3.2.2. Morris method
In contrast to the MLR, the Morris method can be successfully applied to the
problems having significantly non-linear relationships between the target function
and parameters. However, the Morris method can identify the parameter importance
only qualitatively providing no reliable quantification of its influence. Another
drawback is lack of the self-verification indicator similar to the MLRs coefficient of
determination .
Identification of the most important input parameters of the model is commonly
used for simplifying the existing model or rethinking its structure by eliminating the
parameters which have almost no influence on the target function. Ranking of the
parameters might also be beneficiary when choosing them for optimization of the
target function because exclusion of the unimportant parameters from optimization
process saves valuable computation time. After the optimal configuration of the
parameters is found another importance ranking in the vicinity of the optimal point
can be applied to determine uncertainty of which input parameter has the most
influence on the uncertainty of the target function and therewith lessens the
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optimization potential the most. In practical implementation these important
parameters must be handled particularly carefully.
In the case when a large number of parameters are to be ranked and, at the same
time, the number of model evaluations must be keep as small as possible, an
efficient experimental design is crucial. The screening SA methods fulfil this
requirement. They efficiently perform the qualitative analysis of the parameters
importance without really quantifying how much is one parameter more important
than another. Several screening SA methods have been proposed in the literature. In
this subsection the method proposed by Morris at (Morris, 1991) is described in
more details.
In the Morris method two quantities are used as sensitivity measures for each
parameter; the measure  estimates the overall, linear effect of the parameter on the
target function, and the measure accounts for the second and higher order effects,
including interaction effects in which the parameter is involved. The Morris method
varies one parameter at a time. Each parameter may take only a set of discrete
values, the so-called levels, fixed within the parameter variation range.
The Morris method is simple in implementation and efficient at the same time as it
requires small number of model evaluations which grows only linearly with respect
to the number of investigated parameters. The drawback of the method is that it
analyses the so-called elementary effects defined below in (3.3), which are the
sensitivity measures at selected local points. As seen from the definition, the
elementary effect is similar to the derivative. The final sensitivity measure ,
however, is obtained by averaging the elementary effects calculated at a number of
local points and therefore can be regarded as the global measure over the whole
parameter space, not dependent on the specific point especially when the number of
points is large enough.
Basing on the sensitivity measures  and , the method of Morris determines which
of the input parameters can be considered as negligible, which have mostly linear
impact on the target function and which have nonlinear effect or are involved in
interactions with other parameters.
To describe the way, in which the sensitivity measures are calculated for each input
parameter, assume that the

input parameters take the discrete values from the unit

-level set 0, 1/
1 , 2/
1 , … ,1 which must be appropriately rescaled for
calculation of the target function. By assuming such discretization of the input
parameters, the input space  as the

-dimensional -level grid is generated.
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The elementary effect of the -th parameter at any selected local point

from , is

defined as follows:
,…

,

∆,
∆

where ∆ is a predetermined multiple of 1/
∆(

that the shifted point

,…,

(3.3)

1 and the point

is selected such

is the unit transformation vector having one at

the -th position and zeros at all others) remains within .
For each ,

1, . . , , the elementary effects are calculated at a number of

randomly chosen points

from  and their distribution is denoted by

(Campagnolo et al., 2007) it is proposed to consider the distribution
absolute values of the elementary effects along with
∗

, the mean of the distribution

. In
of the

. Here we follow it and take

and , the standard deviation of the distribution

, as the sensitivity measures upon which the importance of the input parameter is
determined. The mean value  of the distribution

is less informative than

because the elementary effects having opposite signs cancel each other in

∗

of

, and,

therefore,  may underestimate the parameters linear effect on the target function .
Despite of this,  might be used in no extra computational costs to identify if the
parameter has only positive or only negative effect (|| and ∗ are nearly the same)
or the effect has different signs depending on the point at which the effect is
calculated ( ∗ is large and || is noticeably smaller than ∗ ).
The standard deviation of the distribution is considered as a measure detecting
the nonlinearity of the parameters effect or the degree of its interactions with other
parameters. The value of is large when the elementary effects of the parameter are
significantly different at different points (values of other parameter), where they are
calculated. In contrast, the small value of indicates that the considered parameter
is not involved in the interactions with other parameters (or this interaction is
negligible) and that its effect on the target function is linear.

3.2.3. Fourier amplitude sensitivity test
The Morris screening method described in the above subsection cannot be used for
quantifying the effect of the input parameter on the model output. For this the
methods of quantitative SA should be applied. These methods evaluate the “main
effect” also called “first order effect” , that is, the contribution of the parameter
to the variation of the target function defined in Bayesian notation as
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/
where

is the target function,

parameter space

,

1, … , ,

/

,

(3.4)

is the expectation of

taken over the whole

but at the fixed value of the parameter

, and

is taken over all possible values of . The sum of main effects
the variance
describes how much variance in the target function is described by all parameters.
This value must be close to 1 if the FAST analysis is successful.
Another measure quantified by the quantitative SA is the total sensitivity index
which estimates the total effect of the parameter. For the model with three
parameters it is calculated as follows:
,
where

is the total effect of the parameter 1,

of this parameter, its main effect,

(3.5)

is the first-order sensitivity index

is the second-order sensitivity index for the

two parameters 1 and 2, showing the two-way interaction between them, and so on.
In this subsection the Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (FAST) method for
estimation of main effect indices of the input parameters is described in more
details, following (Saltelli et al, 1999). To calculate the total effect indices the
extension of the FAST method was proposed in (Saltelli et al, 1999).
The FAST method appears to be efficient for estimating the sensitivity indices for
models with many input parameters, as it requires relatively small sample size, that
is, less model evaluations comparing to other quantitative SA methods, however,
still much more than it is required for the qualitative Morris method.
Let the target function
model ,
hypercube

depend on the parameters

. Let also assume that vector
|0

1;

1, . . ,

,…,
,…,

by means of the
lie within the unit

.

Calculation of the main effects and interactions between the parameters is based on
the calculation of the following integral, denoted as the

moment of :
(3.6)

This presentation of

is true under the assumption that the input parameters are

identically and uniformly distributed in

.
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In the FAST method, in order to avoid calculation of the multidimensional integrals,
the one-dimensional Fourier decomposition is suggested which is performed along a
search curve, exploring the hypercube

. The curve is defined as follows:
,

where
and

is a scalar variable,

∞

1, . . , ,

∞,

(3.7)

are the transformation functions,

are the frequencies associated with corresponding parameters

the transformation functions
explored by the search curve.

determines how uniformly the unit hypercube

By varying the point , values of input parameters

frequencies

is

(s) oscillate periodically and
. The investigated target

independent of each other, with their own frequencies
function

. Choice of

will also show different periodicities connected with different
. The stronger the effect of the parameter

is, the higher the amplitude of oscillations of

on the target function

at the corresponding frequency

The search curve completely fills the hypercube

.

if and only if the frequencies

are selected according to the rule that none of the frequencies can be obtained by
the linear combination of the others, that is
0

(3.8)

for any integer : ∞
∞. In this case the integral over the hypercube
in (3.6) can be replaced with the one-dimensional integral along the curve. With
,…,

account of (Cukier et al., 1978) and denoting
moment of

as

, the

can be then computed as follows:
1
2

By definition of the variance
assumption:

of the model

1
2
Further, the target function

(3.9)
and after omitting some intermediate

1
2

is expanded in the Fourier series:

(3.10)
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cos
with Fourier coefficients

and

sin

(3.11)

:
1
2

cos

(3.12)

1
2

sin

(3.13)

The power spectrum of the Fourier series expansion of

is defined as
(3.14)

Λ
where is an integer frequency, ∈
Summing up all Λ

0 corresponding to each frequency

,

and its higher

, we get estimation of the portion of the variance

harmonics
variance

.

of the output , which is due to the variation of the
Λ

because Λ

Λ

The total variance

2

/

.

Λ

(3.15)

.
is then the sum of all Λ
Λ

The ratio

factor

in the total

0 and Λ
2

Λ
(3.16)

Λ

calculated in this way estimates the main effect of the

parameter

on the target function .
The minimum sample size for calculation of the main effects was shown to be
2
where

1

is the interference factor, usually chosen to be 4 or higher,

largest frequency among

(3.17)
is the

.

Suggestions on the appropriate choice of the transformation functions
frequencies

as well as the optimal sample size are given in (Saltelli et al., 1999).

,

4. Numerical optimization of solar thermal
combisystems in planning process. Application of
sensitivity analysis around optimum
In this Chapter, the methods of numerical optimization and sensitivity analysis are
applied to the solar thermal combisystem described in Chapter 2. Choice of the
target function and parameters of the combisystem that might have influence on it
has been discussed along with construction of the optimization algorithm.
An optimization process of the solar heating system can be seen as an improvement
of the system as a whole, improvement of its single component, connections
between the components in the system, the way in which the system operates, etc.
Before the numerical optimization can be performed on the system the following
questions must be cleared:
What should be optimized?
The boundary of the system to be optimized must be clearly defined in advance and
an approved mathematical model of the system as long as possible validated by
measurements must be provided. These are the prerequisites to successful
optimization.
What is the purpose of optimization?
We try to improve the system so that it becomes optimal in some reasonable sense.
It is not always easy to define this “reasonable sense” appropriately because often
controversial criteria must be taken into account, for example, energy output of the
system and its costs.
What should be adjusted on the existing system?
Optimization is only possible if there is a degree of freedom, that is, it is possible to
adjust some parameters of the system as, for example, dimensions of single
components, controller settings, etc. All parameters which seem to have impact on
the purpose of optimization and can be varied in specified variation ranges are
reasonable to optimize.
What optimization algorithm should be used?
Among plenty of algorithms already successfully applied to solving other
optimization problems, the one must be chosen to carry out optimization of the solar
heating combisystem. The reliability and computationally efficiency of the
algorithm are of key importance.

4.1. Target function

Numerical optimization has already been successfully applied to optimization of
solar combisystems. (Fiedler et al., 2006) applied Hook-Jeeves algorithm to
optimization of auxiliary heater settings. (Bornatico et al., 2012) used Particle
Swarm optimization algorithm to optimization of main components of solar thermal
system and compared with results of genetic algorithm. (Cheng and
Zmeureanu, 2014) applied a hybrid Particle Swarm – Hook Jeeves algorithm to
optimization of solar combisystem with respect to life cycle cost, energy use and
exergy destroyed. (Rey and Zmeureanu, 2016) used multi-objective particle swarm
optimization algorithm to build a Pareto front between life cycle costs and life cycle
energy.
In the following the target function is defined, optimization parameters and
optimization algorithm are selected for optimization.

4.1. Target function
During design of solar thermal systems or their single components the important
compromise between the energetic performance and costs must be found. It is
almost always possible to construct a huge solar heating system which will cover
user heating demand to 100% but will be so expensive that it becomes not
economically reasonable. Vice versa, with no investments there is no system what
can be an optimal choice at certain boundary conditions, for example, when fossil
fuel prices are low enough. As it is easily seen, energetic performance and costs are
controversial criteria: maximization of the energetic output mostly leads to increase
of the costs. However, in certain cases when the investment costs do not change
with changing the system configuration, it is possible to come up with energetic
criterion only. For example, decision on the heights of inlets and outlets of the solar
store may be made basing on the energy output of the system unless putting the
inlets or outlets in some definite positions requires additional material or labour
efforts. The same is true for optimization of the controller settings, altering of which
is usually not connected with additional costs, unless the adjusted controller settings
lead to, for example, more electric consumption of the pumps.
In the planning process of the solar thermal system, the dimensions of the system
components or their type are relatively free to choose with some natural restrictions
(house roof area for the collectors, cellar volume for the storage, etc.). Obviously,
the costs for the whole system will vary with changing the dimensions of its
components and these costs must be reflected in the target function.
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The target function for design optimization of the solar heating systems usually
consists of energetic and economic parts. The both parts, however, are not easy to
estimate. Calculation of each of them has different sources of uncertainties.
As already mentioned in Chapter 2, the energetic performance of the solar heating
systems can be estimated by several performance indicators. In this study the solar
combisystem is optimized for minimum cost per
of saved auxiliary final
energy. The target function dependent on the set of the optimization parameters
,…,

which are listed in Table 4.1 in the following section, installer

margin and interest rate
follows:
, ,

(both explained in subsection 4.1.2), is constructed as
,

,

,
,

,

(4.1)

having in the numerator economics of the combisystem represented by its annuity
,

costs

,

and in the denominator the energetic performance in sense of
is the penalty function

saved auxiliary energy calculated over a year.

applied when the required level of extended fractional savings is not reached.

4.1.1. Energetic performance of the combisystem
As already mentioned above the energetic performance of the combisystem is
described by the denominator of the target function (4.1), in which
,

/0.85

/0.4

,

(4.2)

is the auxiliary final energy consumption of the reference heating system with
denoting space heating and domestic hot water demands, respectively,

and
,

- the heat losses of the reference store and

,

– parasitic electrical

energy consumption by the reference system, i.e. electrical consumption by the
pumps, controller and boiler. Energy consumption of the solar combisystem is
defined by
,

where

,

combisystem.

/0.4 ,

(4.3)

is the parasitic electrical energy consumption of the solar
,

is the auxiliary energy consumption including penalties for

not meeting DHW and SH demands described by
as follows:

,

from (2.6). It is defined
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/0.85

,

(4.4)

Boiler efficiency is set to be constant 0.85 throughout its operation and the
electricity is produced with the efficiency of 0.4.
The energetic performance of the combisystem is measured by the amount of saved
over a year. The third term

auxiliary final energy

in

denominator of (4.1) is the penalty added to the target function if the extended
fractional energy savings

,

, defined being equal to

from (2.5), are less than

a given value . This term is needed only if the extended fractional energy savings
of the optimized combisystem are required to be not smaller than .

,

describes how much solar gains are missing in order to reach

,

. It is

defined as follows:
,

∶

,

∶

,

,
,

(4.5)

0
,

1

∙

(4.6)

To calculate energetic performance, a one-year simulation of the solar heating
combisystem is carried out by the TRNSYS simulation software environment.
Calculation of the energetic performance is coupled with uncertainties which are
coming from input data (weather conditions, load profiles, building envelope, etc.),
the numerical models of the components and from TRNSYS environment itself. In
this study, however, the magnitude of uncertainties has not been estimated and,
thus, their influence on the optimization results is not taken into account.

4.1.2. Costs of combisystem
To determine the costs of the combisystem described by the numerator of the target
function

defined in (4.1), comprehensive market study is required. It is

connected with large uncertainties due to variety of the solar thermal components of
different quality present on the market. Furthermore, the prices of the system
components, transportation costs, interest rate, etc., are noticeably time dependent,
different special offers influence the cost function as well. All this together with
non-transparency of the installer price margins makes determination of the cost
function quite difficult.
In this study a simple calculation of the prices of single system components is
attempted. If any optimization parameters from Table 4.1 below have an impact on
the price of a certain system component then the price function for this component
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is built which is a dependency of the component price from the magnitude of these
parameters.
The price functions are built for each component basing on the offers of online
discount suppliers. Dependency of the price on the optimization parameters is
chosen in the form of polynomial up to the second degree and the unknown
coefficients of the polynomial are determined by performing linear or multi linear
regression. Component price functions obtained in this way are listed in
Appendix A.
As already mentioned, the prices offered by the online discounters are taken as the
regression data. They seem to be the cheapest retail prices on the market accessible
for the end user and probably be the best approximate for the wholesaler prices. The
component prices offered by the installers most likely already include their margins
which might be different for different components and also vary from installer to
installer. For example, one installer might add 30% to the price of collectors and
50% to the store price offered by the wholesaler whereas another installer might do
vice versa. From this reason the component prices offered by the discounters and
not the installer prices are chosen to be appropriate for building the cost function of
the solar combisystem.
On the other hand, however, it seems unlikely that the end user will succeed to hire
the installer to build up the combisystem out of the user’s own components bought
by the discounter. From one side the end user has usually not enough experience to
buy the correct components in correct sizes and from the other side, the installer
will most probably neither guarantee nor assume the responsibility for the
combisystem built up out of such components. From this reason, to estimate the
,

final price for each component
,

1, … ,

for the end user, the discounter price

(see Appendix A) is corrected by the factor

representing expected

installer margin, supposed to be the same for all components. To get the final
capital costs

,

the installation costs equal to 20% of the price for solar

combisystem are added.
,

The final capital costs
,

,

1.2 ∙

,

∙

(4.7)

,

depend implicitly (through the functions

) on at least some of the optimization parameters

. In the present

implementation the capital costs include German value added tax equal to 19%
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Following the annuity method, the annual payments due each year over the lifetime
of the solar combisystem at the given interest rate are calculated as follows:
,

∙

1
1

,

1

∙

,

,

0.007 ∙

,

,

(4.8)

The lifetime of the combisystem is set to 20 years and it is not varied in any of the
following optimizations. Second term in (4.8) describes annual maintenance and
insurance costs. These costs discounted to the installation year, equal around 11%
of the capital costs
of 2.5%

for the lifetime of the combisystem and the interest rate

,

0.025 .
with interest rate of 2.5% and

The cost function

1.5, meaning that

50% is added to the discount component prices as an installer margin, is used in the
,

target function
annuities

from (4.1) in the following optimizations. Other
, 1, 0.025

,

and

, 1, 0

,

both representing the costs with different interest rates of 2,5% and 0%,
respectively, for the company which installs the solar thermal systems (

1), are

calculated as well. After subtracting the value added tax (

) and

,

substituting into (4.1), the costs per
of saved auxiliary final energy are
obtained for the installation company doing, for example, the energy contracting.
, 1.5, 0 , that is, the cost function for the end

The cost function

user (
1.5) investing its own savings (
presented in the results below as well.

0) in a solar combisystem is

After substituting the annuity cost functions into (4.1) the corresponding target
functions, are obtained. Since all the cost functions derived here do not change the
weighting of the capital costs

,

of single components under the sum sign

in (4.7) but only modify the sum as the whole, the optimum system configuration
received for one of the functions is also the optimum for all others.

4.2. Optimization parameters
Before the optimization algorithm may start, the parameters of the system, values of
which are believed to be not optimal and are to be changed in order to improve the
existing system, must be specified. Not only the parameters themselves, but also the
variation ranges in which the parameter values can be varied during optimization
are to be chosen. Too wide variation ranges will most likely slow down the
optimization whereas too narrow ranges may cause missing the optimum when the
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optimal parameter value lies beyond the specified variation range. In this case the
optimal value of the parameter found by the optimization algorithm will probably
lie exactly on the boundary of the variation range. It is a good indication that for
this parameter the variation range must be extended beyond this boundary.
In general, parameters to be optimized as well as their variation ranges can be
chosen independently from each other, that is, without taking care about possible
correlations between parameters. However, for any two parameters which are
involved in interactions with regard to the target function (f.e. flow rate and pipe
diameter), the variation ranges should be chosen such that none configuration of the
values (f.e. flow rate chosen large and pipe diameter – too small) will cause the
system simulation to fail. Large number of such “invalid” configurations may
mislead the optimization algorithm.
In this work, 18 parameters of the solar heating combisystem have been adjusted in
the process of optimization in order to get the optimal value of the solar energy
costs (4.1). They comprise such design parameters as collector area, store volume,
insulation thickness,
-values of the heat exchangers, pipe diameter, inlet/outlet
positions, etc., and operational parameters as flow rate, set temperature of the
auxiliary heater, dead bands of the collector and auxiliary heater controllers. All the
optimization parameters with their variation ranges, discretization steps and
corresponding coding lengths used in genetic algorithm, are listed in Table 4.1. In
several optimizations below the variation ranges of certain parameters are modified
so that the optimum lie within the variations ranges.
Table 4.1: List of optimization parameters with variation ranges, discretization steps and coding
lengths for optimization algorithm. For several optimizations with large extended solar fractional
savings in below variation ranges of collector area and store volume are changed in order to
include optimum

Parameter

Variation range

Step

Coding
length

1. Collector area,

[5;36]

1

5

2. Store volume,

[0.5;2.0]

0.1

4

3. Number of auxiliary nodes

[5;20]

1

4

4. Insulation thickness,

[0.05;0.8]

0.05

4

5. Pipe inner diameter,

[10;40]

2

4

[5;36]

1

5

7. T controller upper dead band,

[4;11.5]

0.5

4

8. T controller lower dead band,

[0.1;4.0]

≈ 0.25

4

9. T temperature sensor position in store

[0.01;0.3]

≈ 0.02

4

6. Specific collector flow rate,

/
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10. UA value of external solar HX,
11. UA value of external DHW HX,

/
/

12. Collector inlet position in store
13. Space heating outlet position in store

[1000;5500]

300

4

[1000;10300]

620

4

[0;1]

≈ 0.03

5

≈ 0.06

4

1

/

;1

14. Space heating inlet position in store

[0.075;0.3]

≈ 0.02

4

15. Set temperature of auxiliary heater, °

[50;70]

≈ 1.3

4

16. Auxiliary controller upper dead band,

[4;16]

0.8

4

17. Auxiliary controller lower dead band,

[0.5;4]

≈ 0.25

4

18. Collector slope,°

[40;71]

1

5

4.3. Hybrid genetic CHC - binary search optimization
algorithm
The solution found by the optimization algorithm is the system configuration
optimal with regards to a chosen target function. Whether the found solution is
really the optimal one and how efficient the performed operations are, are the
questions of reliability and efficiency of the algorithm. As already noted, there are
global optimization algorithms which are, as a rule, reliable but not really efficient,
and the local ones being relative fast but not really reliable. Hybrid optimization
algorithms are an attempt to make the reliable global optimization algorithms faster
by coupling them with computationally less expensive local algorithms. In this
work the CHC genetic algorithm is coupled with the local binary ( -ary) search
algorithm.

4.3.1. CHC genetic algorithm
The CHC genetic algorithm, implemented in this work is a modification of the
simple genetic algorithm (see Chapter 3). It was developed by Eshelman and
described in (Eshelman, 1991). The CHC abbreviation stands for Cross generational
elitist selection, Heterogeneous recombination by incest prevention and
Cataclysmic mutation. General scheme of CHC algorithm is shown in Figure 4.1.
The CHC algorithm monotonically collects the best individuals found so far. It
starts with an initial random parent population similarly as a classical genetic
algorithm. The recombination is done by the half uniform crossover called HUX,
which swaps each bit with a probability of 0.5 between two individuals chosen
randomly from the parent population. In this way both children get approximately a
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After recombination, the best individuals are drawn from both the parent and
offspring populations to create the next parent generation (see Figure 4.1).
Other than in classical genetic algorithm, in the CHC algorithm no mutation
operator is applied to the population individuals. However, when the population
converges to the point that it begins to reproduce nearly the same individuals and
the best value of the target function does not improve for a specified number of
populations, then the cataclysmic mutation is performed. It heavily mutates all the
individuals except for the best one, preserving the monotonicity of the best value of
the target function. In the proposed implementation 35% of the bits are mutated.
The cataclysmic mutation promotes diversity by adding new genetic material to the
optimization and is able to kick the algorithm out of the local optimum in which it
might be stuck.
The CHC algorithm typically uses small population sizes.

4.3.2. Binary ( -ary) search
The binary ( -ary) search also known as half-interval search is a simple onedimensional search. It runs along one parameter at a time, while the other
parameters remain fixed. Schematic description of the
along the chosen optimization parameter

,

and

,

,

,
,

,…

,

,

,

,

,
,

and
and

,
,

1

5 equidistant

is calculated. The points

are then chosen as the boundaries of the

new range for the second run. In this run
points

is divided by

at which the target function

nearest to the best point

4

is shown in Figure 4.3.

First, the variation range of the parameter
points

-ary search with

must be calculated at only two

because it has already been calculated at the remaining points
. The

-ary divisions are repeated until the value of target

function does not significantly improve, that is, a given precision or discretization
deepness is reached. After that, the -ary search fixes the optimized parameter
the obtained optimal value (

,

to

in Figure 4.3) and moves to the next optimization

parameter. This outer parameter cycle repeats over all parameters so many times
cannot be improved any more, that is, the

until the target function

algorithms stops if the best value of the target function in the
equals the best value

,

of the previous

-th run

1 -th run (see Figure 4.4).

,
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and it is therefore more robust and may avoid local optima as shown in an example
(Figure 4.3).

4.3.3. Coupling CHC and binary ( -ary) search algorithms
Switching from the CHC algorithm to the -ary search occurs when the best
individual of the CHC has not been significantly improved for a given number of
population generations. If the target function is expected to have not a very complex
surface and the CHC algorithm hits the basin of the global optimum relatively fast,
then it could be reasonable to switch to the -ary search before the cataclysmic
mutation of the CHC algorithm takes place. Otherwise it is better to sacrifice more
computational time to the CHC algorithm and switch to the
mutation.

-ary search after

The pure CHC algorithm is, in general, more reliable in finding the global optimum
as it widely explores the searching space. But even this algorithm might stuck in the
local optimum in the case if the population size is chosen too small or restriction on
the Hamming distance between two mating individuals is too weak. It is possible in
this situation that the -ary search hits out of the local optimum and reaches if not
the global optimum then at least a better local one. The results below show exactly
such a case.
The proposed hybrid algorithm should be carefully tuned with a closer look onto the
complexity of the target function. To ensure the reliability, it is recommended to run
the same optimization several times each time starting with different initial
population, that is, different parameter values and running different ways to the
optimum. If the optimization results are (nearly) the same in all runs, then it is more
likely that the global optimum has been reached.

4.3.4. Implementation in GenOpt. Coupling with TRNSYS
The proposed hybrid algorithm was coded in Java programming language and
implemented in generic optimization software (GenOpt) (Wetter, 2008). GenOpt
provides standard routines for input/output, interaction with the simulation
software, error handling, etc., what lets the developer to fully focus on the algorithm
implementation. GenOpt software can be easily coupled with any simulation
environment like TRNSYS, input/output of which can be done via usual ASCIIcoded text files. The information flow between GenOpt and simulation program is
shown in the Figure 4.5.

4.3. Hybrid genetic CHC - binary search optimization algorithm

GenOpt starts with reading the initialization, configuration and command text files
through which it gets the locations of the files needed for simulation, description of
the optimization parameters and settings of the chosen optimization algorithm. The
optimization algorithm prepares the input file for TRNSYS, by assigning the values
to the optimization parameters in the so-called simulation template file which
describes the model to be optimized. GenOpt starts TRNSYS simulation and after it
is successfully completed, reads the value of the calculated target function from the
specified simulation output file. Based on it, the optimization algorithm decides on
new values which are to be assigned to the optimization parameters, prepares next
input file and runs the simulation again. This loop repeats until the terminating
condition of the optimization algorithm occurs. If the TRNSYS simulation
terminates with an error then an appropriate error message appears in the GenOpt
graphical user interface and the optimization algorithm is informed about it. It is up
to the algorithm to decide how the simulation errors shall be handled. In the
implementation of the hybrid algorithm, a large value of target function is assigned
to such an “invalid” parameter configuration to possibly skip it in successive
populations, but the optimization does not terminate, it continues running.
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waiting for other CPUs which still calculate. From this reason for genetic algorithm
with population size

the parallelization potential will be less than

.

In general, potential of parallelization for the hybrid CHC – binary search algorithm
is lower than for the pure CHC algorithm because for the binary search algorithm
the number of simulations which can be run in parallel is normally less than the
population size
of the CHC algorithm. If more than one optimization is to be
done it looks reasonable to start them in parallel to use idling CPUs more
efficiently.
Parallelization does not necessarily mean the investment into an expensive multicore server in order to be able to implement it and use its benefits. Distributed
computing which is performed on available computational resources in the network
might be used as well. The parallelized version of the current implementation of the
hybrid algorithm was coded and run on computers in the network by means of open
source HTC Condor (High Throughput Computing) distributed computing software.
The HTC Condor software performs all the management tasks like monitoring the
available computational resources (CPUs) in the network, submitting und running
the jobs (simulations) on these CPUs, migrating the job if the CPU is no more
available, etc. See the HTC Condor manual (HTCondor, 2017) for further
explanations about installation and running jobs within HTC Condor environment.

4.3.6. Reliability
The probability with which the optimization algorithm hits the optimum is one of
the most important characteristics of the algorithm and it is called to be the
reliability of the algorithm. The optimization algorithms are tested on certain mostly
analytical target functions of different complexity for which the optimum points are
known in advance. The algorithms are tested for reliability (how often they found
the optimum) and benchmark (how fast they found the optimum). After testing one
may assert that a particular algorithm works better on some functions and worse on
others.
In real applications the complexity of the target function and particularly where its
optimum is located are, as a rule, unknown. Thus, the reliability of the algorithm
cannot be easily estimated. In this case, the algorithm is run a number of times each
time starting with different randomly chosen initial population. If the optimum
found after each optimization is the same or nearly the same, then the probability is
high that it is the sought global optimum, and that the algorithm is reliable.
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Otherwise, the algorithm settings must be tuned up in order to enhance diversity, for
example, by increasing the population size, allowing more cataclysmic mutations in
CHC algorithm, etc. If this does not work, another algorithm should be chosen.
In this study, to test the reliability, the hybrid CHC – binary ( -ary) search
algorithm was started 6 times in a row for chosen optimizations. All the optima
found by the algorithm differed less than 1 2% from their mean value, depending
on the number of optimization parameters, boundary conditions and system
configurations. This means that most probably the global optimum was found each
time and the algorithm might be seen as a reliable one.

4.4. Results of optimization
The proposed above hybrid CHC – binary ( -ary) search optimization algorithm is
applied to optimization of the solar combisystem described in Chapter 2. The solar
combisystem supplying heat to a two-story single family house located in Zurich,
Switzerland is to be optimized. The house has 140
heating demand of 60

/

of the floor area, space

and domestic hot water consumption is set to

200 / . List of optimization parameters which are varied during the optimization
is given in Table 4.1 and the target function

is defined by (4.1).

4.4.1. Behaviour of hybrid CHC – binary ( -ary) search algorithm
In Figure 4.6 improvement of the target function
the extended fractional savings

,

with

0.3, that is, with

of the combisystem required to be not less

than 0.3 is shown for one run of the CHC - binary search hybrid optimization
algorithm. Overall 3642 calculations of the combisystem are started by the
algorithm from which 2180 are unique, that is, for that many combisystem
configurations TRNSYS simulations are carried out. The exploratory CHC part of
the algorithm (solid line in Figure 4.6) is run up to the simulation number 2261 and
then the algorithm switched to local binary ( -ary) search (dashed line). Overall
1511 unique simulations are started by the CHC algorithm and 669 by the binary
search. This ratio is rather typical for optimizations presented in this study.
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Figurre 4.6: Proggress of optiimization by CHC - bina
ary search hybrid
h
algoriithm for
0
0.3 constrainnt on

,

with

. CHC alggorithm (soliid line) is sw
witched to biinary search
h (dashed

line)

As iit is seen from Figu
ure 4.6 thee CHC alg
gorithm co
onverged rrelatively fast (in
arouund 500 firrst simulatiions) to thee basin of likely glob
bal optimuum, but theen many
simuulations weere spent by
b explorinng other reegions of th
he parametter space. For
F this
threee cataclysm
mic mutatio
ons of the C
CHC algorrithm were applied buut they bro
ought no
essenntial imprrovement to
t the opttimal solu
ution. The binary seearch whiich was
launched afterr the CHC
C algorithm
m finished, localized
d the optim
mal solutio
on with
0.16
675

/

and

,

0.30.

In Fiigure 4.7, the
t best vaalues of thee target fun
nction obtaained so faar by the prroposed
hybrrid CHC-bbinary ( -aary) searchh (dashed lines) and
d by the ppure CHC genetic
algorithm (soliid lines) veersus the nnumber of simulation
ns are pressented. Thiis figure
is picked out frrom (Kusy
yy, 2010). IIn fact, it iss obtained for the targget functio
on in the
m identical to
form

which is used throu
ughout thiss thesis buut having the
t cost

funcction
somewhat differentlyy defined. However, it is irrelev
evant here because
b
not tthe absolutte values of
o the targeet function but the peerformancee of the alg
gorithms
is off the main importance
i
e.
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Figurre 4.7: Perfoormance of hybrid
h
CHC - binary searrch algorithm
m vs. pure CH
HC algorithm
m for two
indeppendent runss (Kusyy, 20
010). Left figgure shows typical patteern of fasterr convergence of the
hybriid algorithm compared to
t the pure oone and both
h algorithmss reach the ssame optimu
um. Right
figuree shows puure CHC alg
gorithm stucck at local optimum whereas
w
hybbrid algorith
hm found
probaably the globbal one

Figuure 4.7 shoows two in
ndependentt optimizattion runs for
f the bothh algorithm
ms. The
first run (left graph
g
in Figure 4.7) shows thee pattern which
w
is freequently observed
wherreas the seecond run (graph
(
to thhe right) iss most likeely an exceeption. Thee results
are tthe same upp to the po
oint at whicch the binary search is launchedd. In the firrst run it
is seeen that thhe binary search
s
can acceleratee the conv
vergence annd ends up
p at the
samee optimum
m almost tw
wo times fasster than th
he pure CH
HC algorithhm does.
In thhe second run (right graph in F
Figure 4.7)), the CHC
C algorithm
m stuck in
n a local
miniimum, wheereas the binary searcch improveed the solution up to the (likely
y) global
miniimum. Althhough in the second run the hy
ybrid algorrithm needds almost as
a many
calcuulations ass the pure CHC
C
algorrithm in th
he first run,, it is moree reliable. It
I is not
typiccal that thhe pure geenetic algoorithm is worse
w
in teerms of reeliability than
t
the
hybrrid algorithhm based on it. It cann be explain
ned by not optimally chosen setttings of
the aalgorithm such as sm
mall populaation size, rough discretizationn of the paarameter
spacce, weak constraint on the Hamming
g distance,, which m
might cau
use fast
convvergence of
o the geneetic algoritthm to thee local optimum. In this exam
mple, the
binaary ( -ary) search run
ns with

4, the po
opulation size of the CHC algorithm is

3 Switch
30.
hing from the CHC algorithm
a
to
t the binaary search is done
takenn as
earlyy, just befoore the firsst cataclysm
mic mutation of the CHC
C
algorrithm, becaause the
studyy of the taarget functtion surfacce showed that it is quite
q
shalllow and reelatively
smoooth in the basin
b
of ex
xpected opttimum.
In thhe followinng optimizaations as w
well as in th
he optimizaation from Figure 4.6
6 above,
the hhybrid CH
HC-binary ( -ary) seearch algo
orithm is configured
c
with the smaller
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population size

20 and three cataclysmic mutations before switching to the

binary ( -ary) search with
4. Smaller population size is chosen to get more
quickly to the basin of global optimum. The reliability of the hybrid algorithm is
ensured by three cataclysmic mutations in the CHC algorithm and capability to
avoid local optimum by binary search. Another reason to choose the settings so that
more simulations are performed by the CHC algorithm than by binary search is
better ability of parallelization of the CHC algorithm along with sufficient number
of CPU cores available.
In general, when not enough computational resources are available early switching
to binary search might noticeably decrease the optimization time but probably at the
cost of reliability. To decide on the early switching, a priori information about the
complexity of the target function might be helpful. Reliability of the algorithm
should be also checked by running the algorithm a number of times on the same
problem each time starting with different initial population.

4.4.2. Pareto front
Solar combisystem is optimized for different given extended fractional energy
savings

. Seven optimizations are carried out with respect to

,

different constraints ,

0.3, 0.35, … ,0.6 on the

optimization is started without any constraint, that is, with
function

plotted versus

costs per
savings

,

,

with

, as well as one
0. The optimization

shows the Pareto front , that is, minimal

of saved auxiliary energy for each given extended fractional energy
. Each point (

,

,

,

) lying to the left of the Pareto front is

not reachable, that means, no combisystem can be built having such properties. On
,
) lying to the
the other hand, each combisystem with the properties (
,
right of the Pareto front is realizable but not optimal.
The Pareto front for the investigated solar combisystem is shown in Figure 4.8
Optimum of each optimization corresponding to a given constraint

,

0.0, 0.3, 0.35, … , 0.6 is marked by a blue cross. Colored points depict the properties
(

,

,

) of intermediate non-optimal system configurations which are

calculated by the algorithm before the optimum is reached. Colors of the points
correspond to the constraint , for example, red color means

0.35, black -

0.5, etc. Higher density of the points is observed in the vicinity of the crosses
where the algorithm converges and performs more calculations. Only the points
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0. 23

correesponding to combissystem connfiguration
ns with

/

are

show
wn for bettter visibiliity. Blue ddashed lin
ne connectiing the blu
lue crossess shows
interrpolation of the Pareto front.

Figurre 4.8: Intterpolation of Pareto ffront: optim
mal

versus

. Resu
ults of 8

,

optim
mizations aree shown byy blue crossses. Colored
d points dep
epict non-opptimal config
gurations
(

,

,

) calculated in progress oof optimizatiions. Colors correspond tto same optimization,

that is same connstraint

on
n

,

. B
Black cross shows
s
propeerties (

,

,

) of base

combbisystem

4.4..3. Optim
mization potentiaal. Comp
parison to Task
k 32 refe
ference
com
mbisystem
m
The base conffiguration of
o solar coombisystem
m from IEA
A Task 322 has the ex
xtended
fracttional enerrgy savingss

arround 0.33
3 and enerrgy costs oof 0.1964

,

per

of saved final auxilliary energyy. This poiint is depiccted by the black crosss in the
Figuure 4.8. Thhe costs fo
or

off saved fin
nal auxiliarry energy reachable for the

combbisystem with
w the same fixed

,

0.33,
0
is nearly 0.17

/

what is

arouund 13.5%
% cheaper than
t
that fo
for the base configurration. On the other hand at
nearrly the sam
me

as for thhe base sy
ystem, it is possiblee to constrruct the

w noticeably higheer fractionaal energy saavings
combbisystem with

,

0.52
2.
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Optimal values of optimization parameters, target function

, corresponding

, energy amounts such as solar yield, auxiliary energy

,

, store losses

, etc., measured at the store inputs, various capital and annuity costs for end
user and installer / energy contractor both with interest rate of 2.5% and when
investing own capital, are listed in Table 4.2 for all eight optimized combisystems
along with the base case.
Table 4.2: Properties of solar combisystem optimized for different extended energy savings
0.0, 0.3, 0.35, … , 0.6. Optimal values of parameters being varied, energy demands, solar yield
and store losses for both reference heating system and optimized solar combisystems followed by
differently defined capital and annuity costs (see subsection 4.1.2) and resulting target functions
are showed together with reached fractional energy savings. First column shows properties of base
case combisystem defined in framework of the IEA Task 32
opt2,
opt3,
base case opt1,
Task 32
0.0
0.3
0.35

opt4,

opt5,

Collector area,

20

10

14

19

24

Store volume,

2

0.8

1.2

1.5

1.9

2

2.1

2.5

3.1

Auxiliary volume,

0.2

0.14

0.16

0.14

0.12

0.2

0.12

0.16

0.18

Store insulation,

0.15

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.15

0.25

0.2

0.25

0.25

Pipe inner diameter,

13

14

10

12

12

14

14

14

16

15

36

11

10

10

9

10

9

8

T upper dead band,

7.0

4.5

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.5

9.5

5.5

6.5

T lower dead band,

4.0

0.7

4.0

1.9

2.1

1.0

2.1

0.7

1.7

T sensor pos. in store, %

0.1

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.07

0.13

0.07

2100

1000

1000

1300

1900

2200

2500

3100

3400

5333

5340

6580

5340

6580

5960

7200

7200

6580

0.4

opt6,

0.45

opt7,

0.5

opt8,

0.55

0.6

Optimization parameters

/

Specific flow rate,

/

UA of solar HX,

/

UA of DHW HX,

30

38

45

54

Coll. inlet pos. in store, %

0.4

0.65

0.81

0.84

0.81

0.84

0.87

0.84

0.68

SH outlet pos. in store, %

0.96

0.85

0.88

0.91

0.94

0.91

0.95

0.94

0.95

SH inlet pos. in store, %

0.15

0.28

0.30

0.30

0.27

0.27

0.27

0.26

0.18

Set temp. of aux. heater, °

63

55

52

55

55

54

54

51

51

Aux. upper dead band,

8

9.6

7.2

7.2

10.4

11.2

10.4

8.0

8.8

Aux. lower dead band,

2

2.6

2.1

2.8

3.8

2.6

3.8

2.6

3.5

Collector slope,°

45

51

53

56

57

61

60

60

61

/

Energy quantities,
Aux. energy demand,

7.82

8.84

8.08

7.45

6.89

6.24

5.68

5.02

4.43

Solar yield, k

5.89

3.54

4.51

5.34

6.50

6.68

7.58

8.17

9.09

294

353

322

281

270

222

199

181

168

2.30

1.00

1.22

1.41

1.99

1.50

1.82

1.74

2.05

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

SH demand,

8.46

8.44

8.44

8.44

8.45

8.45

8.46

8.45

8.45

DHW demand,

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

Ref. demand,

14.72

14.7

14.7

14.7

14.71

14.71

14.72

14.72

14.72

Ref. el. demand,

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

9.88

11.11

10.21

9.47

8.80

8.02

7.36

6.59

5.88

0.27

0.28

0.27

0.27

0.27

0.27

0.26

0.26

0.26

/

Store losses
Ref. store losses,

,

,

Solar demand,
Solar el. demand,

,
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/

Capital costs,
End user

13.3

,

8.2

663

Contractor

819

8.9

,

5.5

442

Target function (Annuity costs),
End user, interest rate 2.5%

12.5

14.6

17.2

19.7

23.0

749

659

608

573

519

510

488

11.5

13.2

15.3

17.6

7.0

546

/

10.5

8.4

9.7

26.4

499

439

405

382

346

340

325

/

0.196

0.164

0.168

0.172

0.177

0.184

0.192

0.202

0.214

951

587

752

898

1046

1234

1414

1645

1891

0.158

0.131

0.134

0.138

0.142

0.148

0.154

0.162

0.172

763

471

603

721

840

990

1134

1320

1517

Contractor, int. rate 2.5%

0.131

0.109

0.112

0.115

0.118

0.123

0.128

0.135

0.143

,

634

391

501

598

697

822

942

1096

1260

0.105

0.088

0.090

0.092

0.095

0.099

0.103

0.108

0.115

509

314

402

480

560

660

756

880

0.088

0.074

0.075

0.077

0.080

0.083

0.086

0.091

0.096

427

264

338

403

470

554

635

739

850

0.244

0.305

0.356

0.402

0.455

0.500

0.552

0.600

,
End user, own capital
,

,

,

Contractor, own capital
,

,

,

Contractor, own cap., no tax
,

,

,

1011

Extended fractional energy savings
,

0.329

It is seen from Table 4.2 that the Task 32 reference combisystem is more expensive
than the optimal combisystem with approximately the same fractional energy
savings. It is mostly due to larger collector area and store volume. The auxiliary
heating volume is also slightly larger but the store insulation is thinner. The store
losses are with 2.3

/

noticeably larger than by the optimal combisystem

(only ca 1.3
/ ). The systems significantly differ also in specific flow rates,
set temperatures of the auxiliary heater, collector inlet positions, etc. However it is
not obvious which parameters except, probably, collector area and store volume,
make the most contribution to the difference between target functions of the both
combisystems. The results of sensitivity analysis from Section 4.5 might be used for
rough estimation.
The optimal combisystem with similar solar energy costs
system reaches almost 19% higher

,

as the reference

. It has significantly more solar collectors

(38
vs 20 ) and therefore more solar yield. The store volume remains nearly
the same; the store losses are still smaller due to more store insulation and lower
auxiliary set temperature.

4.4.4. Profitability of optimized solar combisystem
In order to calculate the profitability of the solar combisystem solar energy costs
and reference fuel price, for example, gas price should be at hand for the lifetime
period of the system. In Figure 4.9 profit over 20 years compared to reference fuel
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pricee taken connstant at 0.16
/
is sho
own versus extended fractional savings
of thhe system for five different
d
soolar energ
gy costs fu
unctions (ssee Table 4.2 and
definnitions from
m subsection 4.1.2). A
According
g to the figu
ure, differeent size (fractional
enerrgy savingss) of the co
ombisystem
m is optimaal for each solar enerrgy costs fu
unction.
For example, for
f the private persoon investing its own capital (m
magenta currve) the
solarr combisysstem with
bringg around 2.3
2

,

m profittable and it would
0.35 woulld be the most

over 20 yyears at thiis fuel pricce level. F
For the contractor

investing own capital (no
o tax), the ssolar comb
bisystem with
w
the bbest, bringiing 11.2

,

0.55 would
w
be

profit..

Figurre 4.9: Proffit calculatio
on over 20 years lifetim
me for differrent extendeed fractional savings
(systeem size) and five differen
ntly defined ccost functionss (private, co
ontractor). R
Reference fueel price is
set coonstant to 0.1
16

/

for lifetim
me period

It is obvious thhat the pro
ofit calculaation and consequent
c
tly the besst size of th
he solar
combbisystem are
a influen
nced by thee referencee fuel pricee to much extent. Ch
hanging
the ggas price to
t 0.10
/
m
makes the combisyste
c
em for thee three out of five
cost functions unprofitab
ble. Only ffor the con
ntractor inv
vesting ow
wn money (no
( tax)
the solar com
mbisystem remains bringing small pro
ofit with optimum around
2.4

at

,

0.4
40 as show
wn in Figurre 4.10.

No governmeental or any
a
other subsidiess are takeen into aaccount in
n profit
calcuulations.
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Figurre 4.10: Proofit calculatiion over 20 years lifetim
me for different extendeed fractional savings
(systeem size) and five differen
ntly defined ccost functionss (private, co
ontractor). R
Reference fueel price is
set coonstant to 0.1
10

/

for lifetimee period

4.4..5. Influeence of bo
oundary conditions on opttimizatioon resultss
The boundary condition
ns have ann influencee on the single
s
optim
mal comb
bisystem
conffigurations,, as well as on thee Pareto frront as thee whole. S
Sensitivity
y of the
optim
mum to thhe alternateed chosen boundary
y condition
n might alsso depend
d on the
poinnt on the Pareto
P
front. In the fo
following th
he domesttic hot watter demand
d, space
heatiing demannd and weather
w
connditions are
a changeed one inn a turn and
a
the
correesponding Pareto fronts are ccalculated. Detailed optimizatiion resultss in the
tabuular form similar as in
n Table 4.2 are presen
nted in App
pendix B.

Inflluence off domestic hot watter dema
and
To eestimate the influencee of DHW
W demand, the
t demand is changged proporttionally,
that is, the DH
HW profilee is simplyy multiplieed by the factor. Thhe combisy
ystem is
mized for
optim

50% chaange in DH
HW consum
mption, thaat is, for 1100 / and
d 300 /

. T
The correspponding Pareto frontts are show
wn in Figure 4.11. Grey dotteed lines
show
w

10%, 10% and
d

20% w
with respectt to

of the Paareto frontt for the

combbisystem with
w the baase DHW demand of 200 / (blue curvve in Figurre 4.11).
From
m Figure 4.11
4
it is seen
s
that iif the DHW
W consum
mption decrreases by 50% to
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100 / then thhe solar en
nergy cost s

of
o the com
mbisystem ooptimized for this

conssumption inncreases by
y around 1
15% depen
nding on th
he point onn the Paretto front.
On tthe other hand,
h
the combisystem
m optimized for 50%
% larger D
DHW demaand will
be arround 5

8% cheaper.

The quality off the solarr combisysstem optim
mized for the base D
DHW dem
mand of
duced dem
mand of 100
0 / is sho
own by thee magenta curve
c
in
200 / but useed with red
Figuure 4.11. IIt is seen that althouugh the energy costts are incrreased by around
18 20% in compariso
on to the bbase deman
nd, the com
mbisystem optimized
d for the
basee demand but
b used with
w the reeduced dem
mand is no
ot significaantly worsse (only
arouund 1

5%
%) than the combisy stem optim
mized for th
he reducedd demand. Similar

compparison wiith the com
mbisystem optimized
d for the in
ncreased deemand of 300 /
doess not work because of
o the penaalty functio
on applied when DH
HW demand
d of the
givenn set temperature can
nnot be suppplied.

Figurre 4.11: Parreto fronts fo
or combisysteem with
show
w

10%, 10%, 20% target functtion levels with
w respect to combisysstem with ba
ase DHW

demaand of 200 /
200 /

50
0% changed DHW demaand. Grey dotted lines

ne). Pareto front for co
ombisystem optimized fo
for DHW deemand of
(blue lin

but thenn used with 100 /

influeence of DHW
W demand

is sshown in ma
agenta dasheed line. Resuults show siignificant
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Inflluence off space heeating deemand
Influuence of thhe space heeating dem
mand is estim
mated in th
he similar way as thaat of the
DHW
W consum
mption. Thrree buildinng envelop
pes are deefined withhin IEA Task
T
32
havinng space heating
h
dem
mand of 3
30, 60 and 100
/
. Parreto fronts for the
optim
mal combisystems for
f all thrree buildin
ngs located in Zuri ch are sh
hown in
Figuure 4.12. Thhe curves lie close too each other, differin
ng in less tthan 5%. A closer
lookk at the datta behind the
t curves reveals more distincctions, for example, to
t reach
0.50
0 by the com
mbisystem
m optimized
d for the SH
H demand of 30

,

colleector area of
o 20
- 57

is
i required , for 60

/

- 38

/

annd for 100
0

,
/

. The factt that the green currve corresponding too SH dem
mand of

30
/
lies to the right off the blue one can be explaineed by good
d house
insullation – SH
H demand is
i shifted too colder months
m
with
h less solar yield.

Figurre 4.12: Parreto fronts for
f combisysstem with ch
hanged SH demand.
d
Gre
rey dotted lin
nes show
10%
%, 10% taarget functio
on levels w
with respect to combisystem with bbase SH deemand of
60

/

(bblue line). Pa
areto fronts for combisyystem with changed
c
SH
H demand liee close to

Combisysteem optimized
each other, howeever, system
m configuratiions differ significantly.
s
d for SH
demaand of 60

/

and
d then applieed to better insulated house with 30

/

(in cyan)

remains optimal but
b each poin
nt on base P
Pareto front iss shifted to point
p
locatedd higher on th
his line

The combisysttem optimiized for thhe SH dem
mand of 60
withh 30

/

/

but calculated

is alm
most as goood as the combisysttem optimiized for 30
0

/
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Results of optimization
op
n

. This is shhown by th
he cyan currve in Figu
ure 4.12 bu
uilt throughh only the selected
s
poinnts (cyan crrosses) which do not induce larrge DHW penalty.
p
Thhe curve iss shifted
up m
meaning thhat, for exaample, the combisysttem with
the S
SH demandd of 60

/

00.30 optimized for

,

oobviously has
h significcantly highher

whenn applied to
t the house with 30

/

,

0.42

heating demand.
d

Inflluence off weatherr conditioons
To eestimate inffluence of the weatheer conditio
on on the optimum, thhe combisy
ystem is
optim
mized for two more locations,, Stockholm
m and Maadrid. Corrresponding
g Pareto
frontts are show
wn in Figurre 4.13.

Figurre 4.13: Parreto fronts for
f combisysstem optimizzed for differrent locationns. Grey dottted lines
show
w in 10% steps
s
target function leevels with respect
r
to combisystem
c
m located in
n Zurich.
Combbisystem buiilt in Madrid
d is around 4
40% cheapeer. Combisysstem built inn Stockholm is nearly
samee expensive as
a that locatted in Zurichh for
,

,

0.35 bu
ut it is more expensive for
fo larger

. Combisyystem optimizzed for Stockkholm locatiion and then built in Zurrich is almosst optimal

but w
with similar shift
s
as for va
ariation of SH
H demand

In M
Madrid locaation the combisystem
m is optim
mized with less insulaated housee having
largeer space heeating dem
mand of 10
00
onlyy around 42
2

/

/

if locaated in Zuurich but sttill with

for Maddrid. The solar
s
energ
gy costs arre nearly eq
qual for

the ccombisysteems built in Stockhholm and Zurich
Z
for

,

0.35; Forr higher
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,

up to 0.50 the comibsystem for Stockholm is up to 12% more expensive

whereas the combisystem built in Madrid is around 40% cheaper.
Similarly as in the case of variation of space heating demand above, variation of the
location (simultaneous variation of solar gain and space heating demand) leaves the
combisystem to be nearly optimal, at least when moving the combisystem from
Stockholm to Zurich as it is shown by cyan curve in Figure 4.13.

4.5. Application of sensitivity analysis around the optimum
of solar combisystem
In this section the results of application of sensitivity analysis methods theoretically
described in Section 3.2 are presented. First influence of selected parameters on the
is calculated by simple parameter variations (one at a

solar energy costs

turn) at the optimum point. Estimation of the sensitivity of the solar energy costs
upon single parameters varied in a larger parameter space containing the
optimum point is carried out by global sensitivity analysis methods: Multiple Linear
Regression (MLR) method, Morris method and Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test
(FAST) method. Sensitivity analysis is applied to the solar combisystem already
optimized for the reference boundary conditions: Location in Zurich, DHW demand
of 200 / , SH demand of around 8400

/ (60

/

), and the cost of

the system defined as in subsection 4.1.2. No constraints are applied to

,

in

calculations.
Since the sensitivity analysis requires many calculations with parameter values
varying around the optimum point, the probability is large that the DHW and SH
demands cannot be fully covered by certain combisystem configurations and the
respective penalties apply. It is because the combisystem optimized for given
boundary conditions in particular for certain DHW and SH demand profiles, is
actually fitted to these conditions in the sense that it is dimensioned to be able to
deliver exactly an energy amount required to cover the peak demand. Already slight
variations of system parameters might cause the penalty applied. To avoid too high
distortion of the target function and, as a result, unexpected non-linearity or too
sensitive parameters in all following calculations, the DHW and SH penalties (2.7),
(2.8) are replaced with the less strict linear functions:
,

∙

∙∆

/3600, [kWh]

(4.9)
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∙∆

,

(4.10)

/1000, [kWh]

In this way it is assumed that the amount of energy most probably missing only at
times of peak consumption, is just as if delivered to the consumer by an external
source. This simplification, in fact, may slightly promote the penalized
configurations, but it surely helps to estimate the sensitivities more accurately.
The influence of all 18 optimization parameters and also 2 boundary condition
parameters is investigated. Two variation ranges, “broad” and “narrow”, both
around the optimum point, are defined for each parameter. The “broad” range
comprises about
50% ; 50% variation around the optimum for most
parameters with some exceptions, and the “narrow” range is normally a “better”
half of the “broad” one, where less penalty is anticipated. It is obvious that in the
“broad” range containing the optimum in the middle, larger influence on the target
function and more nonlinearity is expected for each parameter whereas in the
“narrow” range the influence should be less and more linear.
Table 4.3 lists the parameters and corresponding variation ranges in which their
influence is investigated by applied sensitivity methods.
Table 4.3: Parameter variation ranges for calculation of parameter influence on solar energy
costs

near optimum. “Broad” variation range stretches about

50% ;

50% around

optimal parameter value whereas “narrow” range is a half of it

Parameter

Notation

Variation ranges
broad
narrow

Optimization parameters
1. Collector area,

7; 21

14; 21

2. Store volume,

0.6; 1.8

1.2; 1.8

3. Number of auxiliary nodes

4; 12

8; 12

4. Store insulation thickness,

0.1; 0.4

0.2; 0.3

5. Pipe inner diameter,

8; 20

10; 15

5.5; 22

11; 16.5

6. Specific collector flow rate,

/

7. ∆T controller upper dead band,

∆

,

2; 8

4; 6

8. ∆T controller lower dead band,

∆

,

2; 8

4; 6

0.10; 0.16

0.14; 0.21

500; 2000

1000; 1500

9. ∆T controller sensor pos. in store
10. UA value of external solar HX,

,

/

11. Collector inlet position in store

,

0.4; 0.96

0.4; 0.8

12. Space heating outlet position in store

,

0.035; 0.105

0.07; 0.105

13. Space heating inlet position in store

,

0.15; 0.5

0.15; 0.3

3290; 9870

6580; 9870

14. UA value of external DHW HX,

/
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155. Set temperrature of aux
xiliary heaterr, °

,

42;
4 79

52; 78

166. Auxiliary controller up
pper dead bannd,

∆

,

3.6;
3 14.4

7.2; 10.8

177. Auxiliary controller lower dead bannd,

∆

,

1.1;
1 4.3

2.1; 3.2

43;
4 79

53; 79

0.5;
0 1.5

1.0; 1.5

150;
1
450

0
300; 450

188. Collector slope,°
s
Boundary conndition param
meters
199. DHW dem
mand multiplier
200. Collector price,
p

/

4.5..1. Param
meter varriations aat optimu
um point
In thhe followinng, simple parameterr variationss are carrieed out at thhe optimum
m point.
The parameters are varied
d “one at a turn”, thaat is, all parrameters buut one are fixed to
theirr optimal values
v
and
d only thiss single paarameter iss varied inn a corresp
ponding
rangge, mostly in
i

50% ;

50% .

Figurre 4.14: Varriations of optimization
o
parameters at optimum
m point. Influuence is sign
nificantly
non-llinear for “broad” variattion range buut rather lineear in a “narrrow” half ra
range

In Fiigure 4.14 variations of selectedd optimizaation param
meter are prresented. Itt is seen
that variation of
o auxiliary
y set tempeerature

,

has th
he largest im
mpact on the solar

: 50% increaase of

,

causees 15% inncrease of

enerrgy costs

.

ume and
Otheer influentiial parametters are thee collector slope, collector area,, store volu
auxiliary volum
me, heightt of the coollector inllet in the store,
s
etc. Lower and
d upper
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ollers as weell as the in
nlet and
deadd bands of both collecctor and auuxiliary heater contro
outleet positions of the sp
pace heatinng in the sttore have only
o
a littlee influencee on the
targeet functionn when varied in corrrespondin
ng ranges, and they are not sh
hown in
Figuure 4.14. It is also eassily seen thhat the inflluence is mostly
m
nonllinear if the whole
variaation rangge is conssidered annd rather linear for a half of the variation
v
rangge 0% ;

50% .

In Fiigure 4.15 variation of
o collectorr price and
d DHW dem
mand is shoown togeth
her with
variaation of optimizatio
on parameeters. Inflluence of these tw
wo parameeters is
signiificantly laarger and more
m
linearr over the whole
w
variaation rangee than influ
uence of
the ooptimizatioon parameters.

Figurre 4.15: Varriations of all parameterrs from Tablle 4.3 at opttimum point.. Boundary condition
c
param
meters: colleector price and
a DHW deemand have significantlyy more influeence on sola
ar energy
costs than optimizzation param
meters in giveen ranges an
nd their influence is lineaar over wholee range

It is obvious thhat the parrameter varriations at one point are too loccal. The in
nfluence
of thhe investiggated paraameters shhowed by the variattions is vaalid only for this
seleccted point and it cann
not be genneralized on the wholle parametter variatio
on space
becaause it migght differ at other poiints of the space. Fro
om this reaason the fo
ollowing
globbal sensitiviity method
ds are appliied.
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4.5.2. Results of MLR method
Parameter variations at the optimum point show that the effect of the parameters on
the target function in the “narrow” variation range has mostly linear character.
Although the variations are carried out only at one point and no information is
available about the form of dependency at other points of the parameter space, the
linear dependency may still be assumed and the MLR regression applied. The
determination coefficient
assumption.

of the MLR model will either support or reject this

The “measured” data required as an input for the MLR are obtained as follows. First
500 parameter sets (combisystem configurations) are chosen by random
sampling of the Latin Hypercube what gives the uniform distribution with respect to
is calculated by the TRNSYS

each parameter, and then the “measured”

simulation model for each combisystem configuration. The size

of the

500 is turned out

“measured” data has influence on the accuracy of the model,
to be fairly enough.

The MLR model is built on the simulated “measured” data. The estimates of the
and regression coefficients

intercept
,

parameter
and

of the corresponding combisytem

1, . . , , as well as their 95% confidence intervals 2.5%; 97.5%

– values showing the parameter significance level, are listed in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Results of MLR method for all parameters varied in “narrow” variation space as in
Table 4.3. Estimates of the intercept and regression coefficients
corresponding

– values and significance levels are presented. Absolute and relative (with respect

to optimum) variation of ∆
Determination coefficient

Paramater

, 95% confidence intervals,

is shown due to 55% variation of corresponding parameters.
equals 0.97

estimate

95% Confidence interval
2.5%

97.5%

- value

Significance

∆

,

∆

,

/

% of opt.

0. Intercept

4.71e‐03

‐6.29e‐03

1.57e‐02

4.01e‐01

1.

9.77e‐04

8.40e‐04

1.11e‐03

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.004

2.2

3.30e‐03

1.63e‐03

4.96e‐03

1.19e‐04

∗∗∗

0.001

0.7

9.87e‐04

7.43e‐04

1.23e‐03

1.36e‐14

∗∗∗

0.002

1.3

8.26e‐03

‐1.68e‐03

1.82e‐02

1.03e‐01

‐

‐

2.00e‐04

‐6.02e‐06

4.06e‐04

5.70e‐02

.

0.001

0.3

3.02e‐04

1.29e‐04

4.75e‐04

6.59e‐04

∗∗∗

0.001

0.5

,

2.

,

3.
4.
5.
6.

,
,
,

/
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7. ∆

,

8. ∆

,

9.

,
,

,

10.

,

/

4.87e‐04

‐1.85e‐05

9.92e‐04

5.90e‐02

0.001

0.3

‐1.11e‐04

‐6.23e‐04

4.01e‐04

6.71e‐01

‐

‐

1.56e‐03

‐1.38e‐02

1.69e‐02

8.41e‐01

‐

‐

‐3.50e‐06

‐5.45e‐06

‐1.56e‐06

4.45e‐04

∗∗∗

0.001

0.6

∗∗∗

0.003

1.5

‐

‐

.

11.

,

‐1.16e‐02

‐1.41e‐02

‐9.12e‐03

2e‐16

12.

,

8.11e‐03

‐2.00e‐02

3.62e‐02

5.71e‐01

13.

,

‐6.19e‐03

‐1.29e‐02

4.98e‐04

6.96e‐02

.

0.001

0.3

9.35e‐07

6.33e‐07

1.24e‐06

2.60e‐09

∗∗∗

0.002

1

,°

1.09e‐03

1.05e‐03

1.13e‐03

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.016

9.3

,

‐4.85e‐04

‐7.61e‐04

‐2.10e‐04

5.88e‐04

∗∗∗

0.001

0.6

‐1.02e‐04

‐1.04e‐03

8.37e‐04

8.31e‐01

‐

‐

18. , °

6.97e‐04

6.59e‐04

7.35e‐04

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.01

6

19.

‐5.41e‐02

‐5.61e‐02

‐5.21e‐02

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.015

8.9

4.57e‐04

4.48e‐04

4.67e‐04

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.025

15

14.
15.

,
,

16. ∆

,

17. ∆

,

20.

/

,

,

/

The determination coefficient
equals 0.97 meaning that 97% of the variance in
measured data is explained by the MLR model. It justifies application of the MLR
in the “narrow” parameter variation space. To give an example of the interpretation
4.57e‐04 for the

of the estimated regression coefficients, the coefficient
means that the increase by 1

collector price parameter
causes 4.57e‐04

/

increase of the solar energy costs

/

of
. Significance

level (see subsection 3.2.1) is depicted by ∗∗∗ for the estimates with

– values

smaller than 0.001. The last two columns in Table 4.4 show the absolute and
relative (comparing to the optimal

) change of the target function ∆

,

respectively, when the corresponding parameter varies over 55% of its “narrow”
variation range as presented in Table 4.3. These values are calculated in order to
compare with the results of the Morris method following in the next subsection.
The MLR method is also applied to the “broad” parameter variation space in order
to check if the linearity assumption is still valid although it is not expected to be.
Two broad MLRs models are constructed, the
parameters and

,

,

model including all 20

including only 18 optimization parameters all varying

in respective “broad” parameter ranges as listed in Table 4.3. Similarly, two narrow
models

,
,

(results already shown above in Table 4.4) and

are built. In Table 4.5 the determination coefficients

presented for all four models.

are
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Table 4.5: Determination coefficient

for two “narrow” and two “broad” MLR models.

Application of MLR is justified in “narrow” variation space only
Model

Parameter space

Parameters

1.

,

narrow

all

0.97

2.

,

narrow

only optimization

0.93

3.

,

broad

all

0.73

4.

,

broad

only optimization

0.29

According to Table 4.5 the MLR models fit well the measured data for parameter
variations in the “narrow” parameter space when either all 20 parameters or only 18
optimization parameters are considered. On the contrary, the “broad” MLR models
are not satisfactory, due to significantly larger nonlinearity in the relationship
between parameters and target function over the “broad” variation space. The
,

describes 73% of the measured target function variation, whereas the

,

- only 29%. This difference is explained by strong linearity and large

significance of the two boundary condition parameters present in
The MLR models built for the

,

.

as the target function might be also

,

interesting to consider. The MLR model in “narrow” parameter space is briefly
described in Appendix C.

4.5.3. Results of Morris method
Similarly as the MLR, the Morris method can be applied to calculate sensitivity
measures of the target function with respect to variation of single parameters in a
parameter space around the optimum.
The Morris method is applied to sensitivity estimation of the solar energy costs
in “narrow” and “broad” parameter variation ranges defined in Table 4.3.
Settings of the method (see subsection 3.2.2) are chosen as follows: number of grid
levels

is set to 10 and ∆

5 ∙ 1/

1

0.55 what means that the elementary

effects are calculated by changing each parameter over 55% of its variation range.
Number of trajectories, that is, at how many points elementary effects are evaluated
for each parameter is set to 80. Since 20 elementary effects (1 effect per parameter)
are calculated by each trajectory in cost of 21 evaluations of the target function,
overall 1680 target function evaluations are needed for 20 parameters and 80
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trajectories. The results of the Morris method are shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17
for “narrow” and “broad” variation ranges, respectively.
On the left hand side of both figures the investigated parameters are presented in
descending order regarding their Morris sensitivity measures
of the distributions

- the mean values

(distributions of absolute values of elementary effects, see

subsection 3.2.2) for each parameter ,
the more influence it has on
values of absolute change of

1, . . , . The larger

. The values of

∗

∗

for the parameter

can be recalculated into mean

by simple relation ∆

0.55 or in its relative change with respect to the optimal
the second

∗

∗

∙∆

∗

∙

which is shown on

- axis in Figures 4.16 and 4.17. The 95% confidence intervals of the

mean values ∗ are shown by black lines for each parameter. It is seen that the
confidence intervals are larger for the “broad” parameter variation range than for
the “narrow” one.
In the left part of Figure 4.16 besides the Morris sensitivity measure, similar
measure calculated from estimates of the regression coefficients (last column in
Table 4.4) of the MLR method is shown in orange. Although being completely
different the both methods deliver very similar results. It might be considered as a
kind of justification of both of them.
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Figurre 4.16: Ressults of Morrris method applied in “narrow” parameter
p
vvariation spa
ace as in
Tablee 4.3. In left figure Morrris

∗

measuure and recalculated ∆

are sshown in com
mparison

with ssimilar resullts obtained by MLR. Tw
wo methods show good co
ompliance. B
Black lines sh
how 95%
confiddence intervval for obtaiined

∗

. In rright figure coefficient of
o variation

/

∗

showss ratio of

∗

nonliinear ( ) to linear ( ) effect
ef
of eachh parameter on
o solar enerrgy costs

On tthe right haand side off both figurres the meaan values
standdard deviaations of th
he distributtions

∗

are plottted againstt

– the

. Th
hese plots show the rratio of lin
near and

nonllinear effeccts for the investigatted parameeters. The smaller thhe ratio / ∗ (also
calleed as the cooefficient of
o variationn) for the parameter
p
is, more linnear is its effect
e
on
the ttarget funcction. In other wordss, the effecct of param
meters witth smaller /

∗

is

moree homogenneous overr the variattion space whereas
w
th
he parametters with laarger /
∗

influence the
t target function ddifferently strong (p
possibly thheir influen
nce has
diffeerent signs) at differeent points of the variation spacce. It is obbvious thatt for the
“brooad” variatiion space the
t ratios / ∗ is larrger than fo
or the “narrrow” one because
b
moree nonlinearrity is exp
pected for tthe “broad
d” space, what
w
is alsoo indicated
d by the
MLR
R method from
f
the prrevious subbsection.
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Figurre 4.17: Reesults of Mo
orris methodd applied in
n “broad” parameter
p
vaariation spa
ace as in
Tablee 4.3. Largeer 95% conf
nfidence inteervals shown
n by black lines in lefft figure an
nd larger
coeffi
ficient of varriation

/

∗

indicate ssignificantly higher nonllinearity of pparameter effects
e
in

“broaad” variation space than
n in “narrow
w” one shown
n in Figure 4.16
4

Accoording to Figures
F
4.1
16 and 4.1 7 the colleector price denoted aas Pricecol has the
mostt significannt effect on
n the targeet function
variaation spacees. It has th
he most linnear effect on
“narr
rrow” variaation spacee its

bo
oth in “brooad” and “n
narrow”
but not onnly linear. Even in

is not 0. It is
i explaineed by interraction of Pricecol

withh other parrameters ass it appearrs in

(4.1) no
ot as a sepparate term
m but in

multtiplication with the collector
c
aarea Acol divided by the wholee energeticc part –
factoor that is not consttant over tthe param
meter variation spacee. In Figu
ure 4.18
sensitivity of only
o
optimiization parrameters in
n “narrow” variation sspace is sh
hown. In
nt most
abseence of Prricecol the collector area Acol becomes even lesss importan
probbably due to weaker interactioon. In geneeral the co
ollector areea Acol has rather
negligible influuence on the
t solar ennergy costts
bothh on the coosts

. Although it has larg
ge effect

and
a on thee saved fin
nal auxiliarry energy

of the

solarr combisysstem, thesee two effectts being in numeratorr and denom
minator off
(4.1)) cancel eaach other. Sensitivityy of the exttended eneergy savinggs
the same as sensitivity
y of

,

(almost

) to
o the varriation of the optim
mization
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param
meters is similar to those preesented in Appendix C calculaated by th
he MLR
methhod

Figurre 4.18: Ressults of Morris methodd applied on
nly to optimiization paraameters in “narrow”
“
variaation space as in Table 4.3. Influence of collector area Acol beecomes even ssmaller in ab
bsence of
Priceecol what shhows significcant interacction betweeen them. Ovverall smalll influence of
o Acol is
explaained by canccelling of its effects in nuumerator and
d denominato
or of target fu
function

(4.1)

4.5..4. Resultts of FAS
ST methood
As aalready statted above, the Morri s method is
i used to rank
r
the paarameters by
b their
effecct on the taarget function, that iss, estimate this effect qualitativeely. To quantify it
moree comprehhensive sen
nsitivity annalysis meth
hods as the FAST orr Sobols’ methods
m
are tto be applied (Saltellli, 2004). In fact, qu
uantificatio
on is simillar to that already
receiived by deeterminatio
on coefficieent
of the MLR method shhowing how
w much
variaation in meeasured daata is descrribed by model.
m
Sign
nificant diff
fference is that the
FAS
ST methodd calculatees how muuch variattion in thee target fuunction is due to
variaation in a specific
s
paarameter. T
The mentio
oned metho
ods are appplicable to models
withh nonlinearr relationsh
hip betweenn the param
meters and
d the targett function. Hence,
the F
FAST is appplied to qu
uantify parrameter inffluence in “broad”
“
varriation spaace
Tablle 4.6 preseents the maain and tottal effects and
as
a defined in (3.4) an
nd (3.5),
respeectively, annd calculatted by the eextended FAST
F
meth
hod.
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Table 4.6: Main and total effects

and

Parameter

calculated by extended FAST method

Main effect,

Total effect,

0.018

0.062

0.009

0.081

0.014

0.088

0.007

0.129

0.003

0.018

0.002

0.029

0

0.006

0

0.008

0

0.003

0.001

0.005

0.019

0.077

0

0.005

0

0.006

0.002

0.009

,°

0.079

0.124

,

0

0.012

0

0.006

18. , °

0.040

0.057

19.

0.274

0.294

0.411

0.428

0.882

1.447

1.

,

2.

,

3.
4.

,
,

5.

,

6.
7. ∆

,

8. ∆

,

9.

/
,
,

,

10.

,

11.

,

12.

,

13.

,

14.
15.

,
,

16. ∆

,

17. ∆

,

20.
Sum

/

/

,

,

/

According to Table 4.6 88% of variation in the solar energy costs

is

explained by variation of all parameters. It is the quality measure of the FAST
method same as the MLR determination coefficient , showing that application of
the method is successful. The MLR model applied in the same “broad” variation
space shows “only”

0.73 (see Table 4.5). Similarly to the Morris method and

local parameter variations, the boundary condition parameters
have the largest influence on the solar energy cost

and

showed by the main

4.5. Application of sensitivity analysis around the optimum of solar combisystem

effects

of 41% and 27%, respectively, followed by

and sl with 8% and

,

4%. The results are also in accordance with ranking of the Morris method presented
showing not only main effect of the
in Figure 4.17. Total effect indices
parameters but also effect from interactions with other parameters are noticeably
larger for some parameters than their main effects. This indicates more complex
relations between these parameters and the target function.

4.5.5. Parallelization and reliability
Each sensitivity method applied to analysis of the solar thermal combisystem in the
above subsections requires different amount of the input data in the form of the
target function values “measured” at the specific points, that is, parameter values,
which are also differently chosen by each method. The common to all methods is
that the “measured” data are to be prepared before the method starts. In this sense
they differ from the optimization methods which decide on the combisystem
configurations to be calculated in the course of optimization. Since preparation of
the “measured” data, that is, calculation of the target function, especially for
computationally expensive models takes considerably more time than calculation of
sensitivities by the method, all the parallelization potential is concentrated in
possibility to perform the “measurements”, in our case, the TRNSYS simulations, in
parallel. If

computational kernels are available and

,

≫

independent

simulations are to be carried out, then computation in parallel is approximately
times faster comparing to the usage of only one kernel.
The reliability of the results of sensitivity analysis presented in the above is only
roughly checked. In the MLR method, 500 “measurements” are chosen for
estimation of the regression coefficients. The method is also run with 1000 and
2000 “measurements” but without any significant difference in results. The Morris
method turned out to be more sensitive to the number of input data, especially
regarding ranking of less influential parameters. Here 1680 simulations are chosen
as appropriate. The most computationally expensive method is the FAST with
10000 simulations needed to calculate indices of the first-order and total effects.
Calculation of the regression coefficients is carried out by R-Studio. The results of
the Morris and FAST methods are obtained with using Sensitivity Analysis Library
(SALib) (Herman and Usher, 2017) programmed in Python but also compared to
own implementations of the methods written in Java programming language.
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5. Dynamic optimization of solar thermal
combisystems. Estimation of optimization potential
of dynamic controller settings
In Chapter 4 optimization of the solar thermal combisystem in the planning process
is carried out resulting in the configuration of the system which is optimal for the
given one-year weather data and hot water consumption. It is called static (or
design) optimization during which the main design parameters such as collector
area, store volume, flow rates, etc., are determined. The values of these parameters
stay constant during the simulation period (except for the flow rates which are zero
when pumps do not run).
Optimization of solar thermal combisystems in operation or the so-called dynamic
optimization implies that the system parameters being optimized are varying during
the operation, usually with a given time resolution, f.e. on seasonal, daily or hourly
basis. Apparently, only the operational parameters such as the controller settings or
flow rates might be considered for dynamic optimization.
As it is shown in Chapter 4 and earlier in (Krause, 2003), the numerical
optimization during the planning process can bring additional
10% benefit in
terms of the solar energy costs to a solar thermal system already appropriately
designed by experienced engineers. Following (Krause, 2003) it seems that the
further optimization of such systems in operation does not have much potential.
In this Chapter a systematic approach is proposed which enables estimation of the
theoretical potential of the dynamic control settings optimization for solar heating
combisystems designed for use in single- or multi-family houses by application of
numerical optimization algorithm. Knowing this potential beforehand can help to
decide if the smart dynamic controllers based on sophisticated predictive algorithms
are worth to implement or not.

5.1. Idea of approach: splitting one-year optimization
The main challenge for any algorithm performing dynamic optimization are large
number of optimization parameters which run into thousands already when only one
control parameter is being adjusted on hourly basis. But even if the algorithm could
deal with this number of parameters, the optimization would be unallowable long.
For example, if five minutes are required to perform a single simulation of the
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5.1. IIdea of apprroach: splittting one-yeear optimiza
ation

combbisystem (what
(
is usu
ually a casse for preciise TRNSY
YS simulattions with a 3 to 6
minuute time steep), then th
he optimizaation would take weeeks or evenn months.
In ann approachh presented
d below lonng one-yeaar optimizaation is spllit into man
ny short
oness (up to fouur days and
d in averagge with 15 parameterrs per optim
mization). Solving
manyy short optimization problems is faster th
han optimiizing the w
whole year at once
as thhe optimizaation time increases ffaster than linearly with increassing the num
mber of
param
meters. Suuch a spllitting, how
wever, is justified only if chhanging a single
optim
mization parameter affects the systeem perform
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mainly thee store
tempperature prrofile) for a short tim
me horizon
n usually not
n longerr than a co
ouple of
dayss. Figure 5.1.
5 shows three temp
mperatures in
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m
greenn and botttom - blue)). Specificc flow rate in the collector loopp is set to 10
and it is switched from
f
the low flow (10

/

/
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gh flow

(30 /
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d
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April only. Flow rate in the storre loop is adjusted
a
as w
well accordding to eq
quality of tthe capaciity flow raates. Alreaady after one
o day
almoost no channge in the store
s
tempeeratures caaused by th
his local chhange in flo
ow rates
can bbe noticed..

Figurre 5.1: Tem
mperatures in
n store. Floow rates aree changed frrom 10
30

/

/

(solid lines) to

(dashhed lines) on
n 14 April onnly. Already after one da
ay there is allmost no inflluence on

store temperaturees
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5.2. Optimization of flow rate on hourly basis

5.2. Optimization of flow rate on hourly basis
The idea of splitting one-year optimization is applied to dynamic optimization of
the slightly modified solar combisystem, similar to that shown in Figure 2.1 but
with stratified charging of the store. The combisystem is optimized in order to get
as much energy as possible from the collector into the storage tank and meanwhile
minimize the energy consumed by the pumps. The target function is defined as
follows:
3

(5.1)

Actually, the following function
∗

3

(5.2)

should have been minimized, but it would not work with the idea of splitting
optimization because of rather unpredictable time windows when the boiler heats
up.
To maximize the target function

, the flow rate in the collector loop is

adjusted on hourly basis but only on hours when the specific solar insolation is high
enough

200

/

). The specific flow rate is varied in the range from 10 to

. The flow rate in the store charging loop is calculated in the way that
30 /
the capacity flow rates in the collector and store loops are equal.
As shown in Figure 5.1 the choice of the flow rate in the collector loop for a
selected day (or hour) has almost no impact on the performance of the system (more
precisely: on the temperature profile in the store) already a couple of days later.
Thus, there is no reason to perform the whole year simulation of the system each
time when the flow rate changes only during selected hours, and the idea of splitting
optimization can be applied. It is suggested to split up the whole one-year
optimization in many short ones with duration of up to four days. After each short
four-day optimization, the temperature profile of the storage tank (temperatures of
all store nodes), temperature of the air zone of the building, temperatures of the
walls and fluxes through the walls are saved at the end of the first day being
optimized and taken as the initial condition for the next optimization. Such simple
splitting saves huge amount of computational time and, in this way, allows the oneyear dynamic optimization to be completed in a reasonable time.
In Figure 5.2. two hourly optimizations with duration of four days each are
schematically presented. The hours with solar insolation 200 /
for which
the optimal flow rates are being determined are shown in grey color. In the
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optim
mization 1,
1 the optim
mal flow raates for daays 1– 4 arre identifieed by max
ximizing
the ttarget functtion

evaluatedd at the end
d of the day
y 4. After tthe optimizzation 1

is coompleted, the calculaated flow rates only for the ho
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optim
mal. Flow rates calcu
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with solar insolation
Figurre 5.2: Scheematic preseentation of ttwo four-dayy optimizatio
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/

onn which flow rates are opptimized aree shown in grey
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color. Affter optimiza
ation 1 is

done optimal floow rates aree saved for day 1. Storre temperatu
ure profile and tempera
atures in
buildding at the ennd of day 1 arre taken as innitial conditiions for nextt optimizationn starting at day 2

In eeach short optimizatiion the taarget functtion

, calculatted over th
he time

interrval of fouur days, iss maximizzed. As mentioned
m
above,
a
minnimization
n of the
funcction

∗

would be more aappropriatee since it representss the final energy

conssumption of
o the systeem, but it w
would not work
w
in thee approachh representeed here.
The backup heeating may switch on by chancee at the end
d of the fouurth day, or
o just at
o the targeet functionn
the bbeginning of the fiftth day. Evvaluation of

∗

based on

is misleaading in theese cases. T
Thus, it waas decided to maxim
mize the sollar yield
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ming that the more energy getts into the storage taank, less au
auxiliary en
nergy is
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m performaance.
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nce of the parameterr variation occurred aat the firstt day of
optim
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r
significant. Duration
n also dep
pends on how the hourly
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parameters influence the target function calculated at the end of the short
optimization. If their influence is mostly linear and additive then the duration can be
short, up to one-day. On the other hand if the parameters are involved in
interactions and not only with their close neighbors but also with the parameters
from the next days, then the optimization duration is to be longer. Short shift
between two optimizations (with duration longer than the shift) seems to refine the
optimization because most parameters are optimized more than once.
In the investigated case, the parameters (values of flow rates for specific hours)
seem to be not involved in significant interactions; even short optimizations with
one day duration and with one day shift (next optimization starts from the following
day) provide almost the same results as presented four-day optimizations.

5.3. Potential of the dynamic flow rate optimization
The dynamic optimization of the fluid mass flow in the collector and storage loops
is carried out by the binary ( -ary) search algorithm programmed in GenOpt
(Generic optimization software) and described in Chapter 4. As a rule it is not as
reliable in finding the global optimum as, for example, the genetic algorithm, but it
is much faster. As shown above it seems to be reliable enough when applied to
optimization of the solar combisystems. It is considered as an appropriate choice for
the investigated case.
The dynamic flow rate optimization is applied to solar combisystem similar to that
described in Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.1) but with stratified charging of the store.
The optimization results show that the extended fractional savings

,

of the

combisystem with hourly optimized flow rate are only 0.3 percent points larger than
those of the reference with constant specific flow rate of 10

/

(35.92%

versus 35.59%). It should be noted, however, that for the reference combisystem
operated with high flow (constant specific flow rate of 30

/

)

,

34.49%. Thus, for this particular system, no significant improvement of the system
performance can be expected by dynamically adjusting only the flow rates in
collector and store loops.

5.4. Potential of boiler control optimization
Heating up the water and storing it causes thermal losses. It can be assumed that the
system performance is the best if the boiler delivers to the store exactly the amount

5.4. Potential of boiler control optimization

of energy needed by the consumer at the specific moment. To estimate the potential
of forecasting the consumption, that is, the optimization potential of the boiler
control settings such as set temperature and control dead bands, one could proceed
as above by adjusting these settings on the hourly basis. Here, however, another,
simpler way is chosen.
The hydraulics of the investigated combisystem is modified to determine the
theoretical optimization potential of boiler control settings. The boiler heating up
the auxiliary volume inside the storage tank, is replaced by two electric instant
heaters placed in tap water preparation and space heating loops, respectively
(Figure 5.3). Such modification is expected to have several positive effects on the
system performance. The store losses should decrease due to lower temperatures
especially in the upper part of the tank. In summer, when stagnation of the system
may occur, more store space is available for possible anti-stagnation control
strategy (see Chapter 6) or, alternatively, the store can be made smaller and cheaper.
The pump in the auxiliary loop is also obsolete.
For more consistent comparison, performance of the modified combisystem is
compared to that of the reference combisystem (Figure 5.4) having the boiler
“replaced” by electric instant heater being actually the same boiler controlled in the
same way but with no standby and less electricity consumption of the auxiliary
pump set to 15

(Figure 5.4). In the reference system the electricity consumption

of the boiler is set to 9 when the boiler is idle and to 43 when it heats up. The
heater turns on when temperature at the bottom of the auxiliary heated volume
drops down to 50 C and turns off when it reaches 60 C.
In the modified combisystem, the electric instant heater in the DHW loop turns on
when the water coming from the store is colder than the set temperature of 45 C.
The instant heater in the space heating loop heats up the water coming from the
store (when needed) to the set temperature received from the radiator. It should be
noticed that the maximal heating rate of the electric heater in tap water preparation
loop has to be increased to 25

in order to fully fulfill the consumption demand.
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Figurre 5.3: Modif
ified combisyystem with tw
wo electricall instant heatters in tap waater and space
heatinng loops

Figurre 5.4: Referrence combissystem with eelectrical hea
ater in the au
uxiliary heatting loop

The reference combisystem shownn in Figurre 5.4 and the modiffied comb
bisystem
withh electric innstant heateers built innto domestic water prreparation and space heating
loopps (Figure 5.3)
5 are sim
mulated in TRNSYS software. Table
T
5.1 sshows the relevant
r
enerrgy quantiities, perfo
ormance ffactors an
nd solar energy
e
priice for th
he both
investigated combisystem
c
ms as weell as for the reference com
mbisystem 0 from
Figuure 2.1 withh

,

53C annd

,

70C. Accordingg to Table 5.1 the
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combisystem 2 with heaters built in DHW and SH loops, has 1.85 percent points
higher

particularly due to smaller store losses, and, consequently,

,

0.87
/
(around 5%) cheaper solar energy costs than the reference
combisystem 1 with electrical heater inside the store. Performance of combisystem 2 is obviously even higher comparing to reference combisystem 0 having
higher electricity consumption of the boiler (3.3 percent points in
1.6

/

and

,

(around 10%) in costs). If the boiler in reference combi-

system 0 has not optimal (too high) set temperature

,

70C (combi-

system 0a in Table 5.1) then combisystem 2 is 5.8 percent point (3.1

/

or 17% in costs) better. This last comparison shows the influence of set
temperature of the boiler which is already shown to be significant in Chapter 4.
Table 5.1: Optimization potential of boiler control settings. Performance of modified combisystem
with two instant heaters in DHW and SH loops is shown along with that of three reference
combisystems

Combisystem

0. Reference combisystem
with

,

53C

0a. Reference combisystem
with

,

70C

1. Reference combisystem,
Figure. 5.4
2. Modified combisystem
with two instant heaters,
Figure. 5.3

Auxiliary
energy,

Solar
yield,

Store
losses,

Electricity
consumption,

,
,

,

/

8084

4514

1216

274

0.3272

0.3054

0.1675

8411

4319

1335

272

0.3003

0.2805

0.1824

8084

4514

1216

186

0.3272

0.3202

0.1598

7885

4626

1112

173

0.3433

0.3387

0.1511

Although the modified combisystem 2 performs better than others, it must have
more complicated controller instantly providing constant DHW temperature. The
maximal heating rate of the instant electrical heater in the DHW loop is higher than
that of the heater heating up the auxiliary volume in the reference system. On the
other hand, the auxiliary pump is obsolete in the modified combisystem 2.

5.5. Conclusion
A simulation approach proposed above enables estimation of the theoretical
potential of the dynamic control settings optimization for solar heating

5.5. Conclusion

combisystems. This approach can be used before improving the control settings of
solar heating systems with help of sophisticated predictive algorithms to first
estimate the theoretical potential of these improvements and then to decide if they
are worth to implement or not.
Application of this approach to optimization of the flow rates in collector and store
loops of a solar combisystem on hourly basis shows only 0.3 percent points of
theoretically possible improvement in terms of the extended fractional savings
,

. On the other hand, optimization of the control settings of the auxiliary

heater as shown by application of instant electrical heaters in DHW and SH loops,
has more potential, but the controller must be more complicated and probably more
expensive.
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6. Control - based approach to avoid stagnation of
solar heating systems
In the following Chapter a control - based anti - stagnation approach is proposed
and numerically investigated. Practical implementation of the approach is
described.

6.1. Stagnation of solar thermal systems. Brief overview
and approaches
During the periods of high sun insolation and low hot water consumption, the
probability that a solar heating system stagnate is high: the thermal store becomes
filled with hot water and the exceed heat cannot be removed from the collector any
more. When exposed to high temperatures, the heat transfer fluid in the collector
loop may rapidly degrade, the produced excessive pressure may damage the solar
thermal system components if the system is not properly built. The stagnation
problem is even more harmful in climates with potential freezing periods where the
propylene-glycol/water mixtures are typically used as the working fluid in the
collector loop. Such mixtures are subject to deterioration at temperatures higher
than 140°C and may become corrosive resulting in damages to the solar heating
system components.
It is a common practice to switch off the pump in the collector loop when the
temperature in the thermal store or at the collector outlet reaches the set thresholds.
Most of the working fluid from the collector is pushed out by the steam into the
expansion vessel and the residual evaporates in the collector. This helps to prevent
damage to the system components such as the thermal store, pump and external heat
exchanger. Emptying properties of the collectors are crucial for avoiding damages
to the system components and deterioration of the working fluid at high stagnation
temperatures. They also determine the maximum pressure strain which the system
components must bear during stagnation.
In solar heating systems with too low flow rates in the collector, the stagnation may
also happen on sunny days in spring and fall even when the thermal store can still
accept energy but the temperature at the collector outlet is too high due to the low
flow rate. Moreover, at low flow rates the partial stagnation can happen in the
collector if it is not properly designed for the low flow operation.
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6.2. A control based approach. Main idea

Plenty of approaches have been developed to minimize the stagnation time of the
solar heating systems. Most of them fall in one of the following three categories
(see (Morhart, 2010)):
 stagnation-proof system concepts (drain-back concept with water as a
working fluid, heat-pipe collectors)
 control strategies (switching mode for solar pump control, night time
cooling)
 stagnation cooler (passive and active cooling, heat transfer to the
swimming pool or ground)
 selective absorber coatings with the absorption coefficient as a function of
the absorber temperature
In this study a control-based approach is presented and theoretically investigated in
application to a solar heating system.

6.2. A control based approach. Main idea
To completely prevent stagnation of a solar heating system, a simple requirement
must be fulfilled on a daily basis: the energy delivered by the collector must fit into
the store. As the stores are usually well-insulated, even for a large specific store
volume (large ratio between store volume and collector area) the stagnation may
occur after several hot days in a row with minimal or no hot water consumption.
The control-based approach to avoid stagnation proposed in this Chapter starts with
an attempt to minimize the energy produced by the collector during a day, that is, to
get as little energy into the store as possible and, thus, have more space available for
another sunny day. In order to achieve this, the performance of the thermal collector
should be lowered what happens, for example, when it is operated at higher mean
fluid temperature.
In Figure 6.1 the mean fluid temperature
control strategies, the conventional

of the collector is shown for the two

strategy (dashed line) and the proposed anti-

stagnation (constant 90° collector output) strategy (solid line). The triangular
dashed area built by these two lines gives a rough estimation of the potential of
inefficient collector operation. The larger this area is, the less energy is produced by
the collector operated in anti-stagnation mode comparing with the
control
strategy. It is also worth to mention that the quantity of energy produced by the
collector when using proposed anti-stagnation control strategy is constant and it
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(
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As itt was alreaady shown in (Scheurren, 2008), inefficientt collector operation alone is
usuaally not enoough to avo
oid stagnattion. The sttagnation may
m still haappen a few
w hours
laterr and can be
b even more
m
dangeerous. Thu
us, more store space is needed for the
incoming enerrgy and it could
c
be pprovided, for
f example, by nighhtly cooling
g of the
storee. During thhe night, th
he hot wateer from thee store can be cooled down thro
ough the
colleector as thhe ambientt temperatuure is mucch cooler than
t
the teemperaturee in the
storee. The therrmal collecctor is usedd then as a heat sink. The heat lloss coeffiicient of
the ccollector iss a crucial factor for the perform
mance of the
t night coooling and
d should
be laarge enouggh. As show
wn below, the night cooling
c
maakes sense only for th
he solar
therm
mal system
ms with nott too good iinsulated flat
f plate co
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6.2..1. Suitab
ble hydra
aulics
The proposed control-baased approaach of an inefficient
i
collector ooperation coupled
withh the nightt cooling of
o the storre can be directly applied
a
to the solar heating
systeems with an externaal heat exxchanger. The
T inefficient colleector operation is
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6.3. Implementation of the approach

provided by adjusting the flow rates in the collector and store (primary and
secondary) loops in an appropriate way.
Application to the heating systems with an internal heat exchanger seems more
complicated as there is only one flow rate to adjust what might be not enough.
Moreover, since the internal heat exchanger is usually placed in the lower one-third
of the store, the night cooling requires additional pump for stirring the store a few
times per night to enable cooling of the whole store.

6.3. Implementation of the approach
The proposed control-based strategy is applied to the reference solar combisystem
of the IEA SHC Task 32 with an external heat exchanger similar to that described in
of the flat plate collectors. The 5% propyleneChapter 1 but with 40
glycol/water mixture is used as the heat transfer fluid in the collector loop. The
specific heat transfer coefficient of the collector heat exchanger is set to 125

/

. The auxiliary heating volume is 200 .
To safely operate the heating system close to the stagnation point, the following two
requirements are to be met by the anti-stagnation control strategy:
a. relatively high constant specific flow rate (chosen at 27 /
collector loop
b. the temperature

) in the

at the HX output to the store does not exceed

95°C
The first requirement ensures that the fluid flows uniformly through the collector
and there is no risk of the partial stagnation inside the collector. The second
requirement prevents steam delivery to the store.
If the anti-stagnation control strategy is activated, the pump in the collector loop
(primary pump) starts when the temperature

at the collector output rises up to

70°C in the morning and runs with the constant flow rate of

27 /

(see

Figure 6.2). The pump in the store loop (secondary pump) starts when the
temperature

_

at the entrance of the heat exchanger from the collector side

reaches 95°C. It runs with a variable flow rate adjusted to keep the temperature
at the heat exchanger output to the store close to 95°C. Such control
strategy prevents the collector from overheating (the collector output temperature
does not exceed 100°C) and operates the collector at high mean fluid
temperature, i.e. the collector efficiency is low.

6.4. R
Results of thheoretical im
mplementattion

Figurre 6.2: Schhematic rep
presentation of the tem
mperature sensor posittions for th
heoretical
impleementation of anti-stagna
ation controll strategy

In thhe evening when the sun does nnot heat up
p the collecctor, the niight coolin
ng mode
turnss on. The two
t
pumpss run with a constant flow rate of 27 /
and coo
ol down
the sstore throuugh the colllector as a heat sink. If the following dayy is expecteed to be
veryy sunny annd there will
w be noo consump
ption, then
n the nighht cooling can be
conttinued till early
e
in thee morning when the sun
s shines on the colllector. Oth
herwise,
the ppumps shoould be turrned off eaarlier proviiding that enough ennergy is lefft in the
storee to cover the
t possible consumpption on thee following
g day.

6.4.. Results of theeoretical implem
mentatio
on
6.4..1. Modeled weath
her cond
ditions
The reference solar comb
bisystem iss simulated
d with application of tthe propossed antistagnnation conntrol strateegy using the TRNS
SYS softw
ware. The extreme weather
w
condditions are especially
y modeled ffor three different
d
locations: M
Madrid, Zurrich and
Stocckholm. Thhe sunniest summer dday is pickeed up from
m the statisttical year for
f each
locattion (Meteeotest, 2016
6) and thenn the systeem is simu
ulated for ssuch ten daays in a
row.. No heat consumptio
on is assum
med.
The aim of thhe simulation is to fi
find the miinimal
/
rratio at wh
hich the
systeem still dooes not go
o into staggnation. In
n Table 6.1
1, the clim
mate data and the
miniimal
/
caalculated ttheoreticallly are giiven for tthe three chosen
locattions. The results sho
ow that eveen for such
h extreme modeled w
weather con
nditions
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6.4. Results of theoretical implementation

it is possible to completely avoid stagnation of the solar heating system with
relatively small specific store volumes.
/

Table 6.1: Minimal specific store volume

for three locations: Madrid, Zurich and

Stockholm
Ambient temperature, °C,

/

Location

Collector
slope, °

Irradiation,
/

;

Madrid

35

7.36 Aug, 18

18.5; 35.5

68

Zurich

45

7.48 Aug, 17

15.9; 28.7

50

Stockholm

50

7.49 Jul, 20

15.2; 28.3

42,5

,

/

6.4.2. Method applicability range
To determine the applicability range of the proposed anti-stagnation control strategy
to solar heating systems with different collector types, the collector loss coefficient
is varied in the range from 2.0

/

(evacuated tube collector) to 4.5

/

(poor isolated flat plate collector). For
between 2.0 and 2.5 /
the
flow rate of the primary pump during the day and that of both pumps in the night
. It is caused by good insulation of such
must be gradually increased up to 70 /
a collector which does not allow to run the system all ten days in a row without
stagnation at previously proposed 27 /
In Figure 6.3 the ratio

,

/

.
versus

Zurich. As seen from the figure, the minimal

is shown for the location in
/

grows exponentially with

decreasing, what means that the applicability of the proposed anti-stagnation is
not smaller than 3.0 /
. The
restricted to the flat plate collectors with
evacuated tube collectors and well-insulated flat plate collectors have still too good
efficiency at around 90° mean fluid temperature during the day. Furthermore,
their heat losses are too low to sufficiently cool down the store in the night.
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Figurre 6.3: Miniimal specificc store volum
me

/

versus collector
c
theermal loss coefficient

ffor Zurich loocation

6.4..3. Influen
nce of thee weatheer conditiions
It is obvious that
t
chang
ges of weaather condiitions havee influencee on the minimal
m
speccific store volume. To
T estimaate this inffluence, th
he variatioons of thee global
radiaation
and

onn horizontaal plane, thhe ambient day and night tempeeratures, (
,

,

, respectiveely) are caarried out for
f the mo
odeled weaather condiitions in

Maddrid. Figuree 6.4 show
ws nearly liinear depen
ndency of the minim
mal
the global raadiation

/

on

. Changge of the global radiation
r
iin 5% leeads to

nge of the m
minimal sp
pecific storee volume.
apprroximately 20% chan
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Figurre 6.4: Influuence of global radiatioon

on miinimal speciffic store vollume

/

for

Madrrid location

To iinvestigate the variattion of thee ambient day and night tempeeratures (
and

,

,

), the reall ambient ttemperaturre is appro
oximated bby the sinee curve.

w
Firstt, day and
d night
The modeled curve is varied inn four diifferent ways.
a changeed indepenndently, to
o show thee influencce of the ambient
a
tempperatures are
tempperature onn the ineffiicient colleector operaation and the
t night ccooling sep
parately.
In tw
wo other variations
v
the
t temperratures are changed simultaneou
s
usly eitherr in one
direcction (the sine
s
curve is shifted uup or down increasin
ng or decreeasing the average
tempperature) or in the op
pposite direections (thee sine curv
ve is deform
med, contraacted or
stretched, preserving the average teemperaturee). The lattter variatioon is probaably the
mostt realistic one.
o
It models the am
mbient tem
mperature for
f the clim
mate types starting
withh the maaritime-likee climate (small difference
d
between day and
d night
tempperatures) and
a ending
g up by the continentaal one (hot day and qu
quite cool night).
n
Figuure 6.5 shows the simulation
s
results of all four variationss of the ambient
a
tempperature. As
A it was expected the shiftin
ng of the whole amb
mbient temp
perature
curvve has the largest im
mpact on thhe minimaal specific store voluume (solid
d line in
Figuure 6.5). Variation
V
of
o only dday tempeerature hass approxim
mately the same
influuence as that of the night temperatture (dash
h-dotted aand dotted
d lines,
respeectively). The
T least influential is the lasst variation
n that pres erves the average
tempperature (dashed line)).
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Figurre 6.5: Influuence of amb
bient day annd night tem
mperatures on
o minimal sspecific store volume
/

. Dassh-dotted an
nd dotted linnes show inffluence of ch
hanging onlyy day and only night

tempeeratures, resspectively. Solid
S
line deescribes inflluence of sh
hifting both temperaturees in one
direcction (both increasing
i
or
o decreasinng). Dashed
d line means streatchinng or contra
acting of
tempeerature sine curve with preserving
p
avverage tempeerature

6.4..4. Influeence of du
uration oof night cooling
c
peeriod
Duraation of thhe night co
ooling periiod is anotther importtant factorr for the prroposed
anti--stagnationn strategy. In princciple, if no
n consum
mption is expected for the
folloowing day the night cooling peeriod can be
b as long
g as possibble, starting
g in the
earlyy evening, when the sun leavees the colleector, and ending in the later morning
m
whenn the risinng sun shiines on thee collectorr again. Fo
or examplle, for the chosen
Maddrid weatheer conditio
on (Augustt 18) the maximum
m
night
n
cooliing period is 14.8
hourrs. But if thhe hot wateer demandd, larger thaan the auxiiliary volum
ume in the store, is
expeected on thhe next day
y, especiallyy in the early mornin
ng, the nighht cooling must
m be
stoppped earlierr in the mo
orning or sstarted lateer in the evening, thu
hus, providing that
enouugh energyy is left in the store tto fully co
over the co
onsumptionn on the neext day.
The similar is correct iff the weathher is expected not to be thatt shiny durring the
folloowing day. The poweer consumeed by the pumps
p
cou
uld be thenn saved by making
the nnight coolinng period shorter.
s
In Fiigure 6.6 variations
v
of
o the nighht cooling starting
s
and
d ending tiimes are prresented
for tthe modeleed Madrid
d weather cconditions and witho
out hot waater deman
nd. It is
easilly seen thaat each halff hour of thhe night cooling in th
he morningg saves mucch more

866

877
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t
half hour
h
in the evening does.
d
In oth
her words, it is alway
ys better
storaage space than
to start the nighht cooling as late in tthe evening
g as possible and to fi
finish it jusst before
the sun comess on the collector
c
inn the morrning. Thiss conclusioon is triviaal. It is
explained by thhe lower am
mbient tem
mperature in
i the morn
ning and thhus, more efficient
e
nighht cooling.

Figurre 6.6: Influuence of du
uration of nnight cooling
g period on
n minimal sppecific storee volume
/

. Daashed curve shows influuence of sto
opping nightt cooling eaarlier in the morning

whereeas dotted curve
c
showss effect of sstarting it later
l
in the evening. Diistance betw
ween two
neighhbour points depicted by circles is haalf an hour

6.4..5. Electrricity con
nsumption of the pumps
p
In ccomparisonn with the usual
control strategy,
s
th
he proposeed anti-staagnation
strategy has larrger powerr consumpttion of the pumps du
ue to the niight cooling of the
storee. For the most
m sunny
y day in Maadrid the high
h
efficient collectoor and storee pumps
conssume 0.8

and 0.2
0

pper night, respectivel
r
y. During the night cooling

the m
mass flowss and thus the
t power cconsumptio
on can be lowered
l
byy 50% resu
ulting in
onlyy 10% inccrease of the minim
mal speciffic store volume.
v
T
The pump power
conssumption during
d
a day
d can bee hardly compared
c
with the usual
strategy as thee solar heaating systeem controllled by

control

strategy usually sttagnates

onsumption
n and the
strategy
y hold a
earliier. If theree were quitte large hoot water co
day without sttagnation, then
t
the poower consu
umption by the colleector pump
p would
be aalmost equaal around 0.5
the sstore pumpps would bee 0.15

/

for bo
oth strategies and thee consump
ption by
for the

strategy
y and 0.08

for the
t anti-
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stagnation strategy. This difference is explained by significantly lower flow rate in
the store loop during a day for the anti-stagnation strategy.

6.4.6. Discussion
An important question to answer before the practical implementation of the
proposed anti-stagnation control strategy is when to use this strategy and how to
couple it with the usual
control strategy. In the case when the residents leave for
vacation for a couple of weeks in the summer it could be switched on manually (the
so-called vacation modus of the controller). An automatic switching between the
control strategies or automatic adjustment of the duration of night cooling period for
the anti-stagnation strategy requires rough prediction of the weather and
consumption profile on the following day. In other words, the controller should
roughly know how much energy will come into the store next day, and how much
consumption will take place. The weather conditions could be approximately
estimated as average worst case conditions for the chosen location and season. A
more precise weather forecast for the following day can be provided online by a
nearby meteorological station. This feature must be programmed in the controller
and the data transmission line must be reliable. The hot water consumption should
be predicted or set to a fixed value by the consumer. Basing on these two predicted
values, the weather conditions and consumption, it seems possible to control the
heating system in such a way that no stagnation will take place in the summer and
the hot water demand will be covered to 100 per cent.

6.5. Practical application of anti-stagnation control
The proposed and theoretically investigated anti-stagnation strategy was tested in
field at two solar heating systems. In the following subsections the difficulties of
practical implementation and possible solutions are discussed in more details.

6.5.1. Difficulties of implementation at Huett brewery
First field tests were carried out on solar heating system installed at the Huett
brewery near Kassel (Germany). The schematics of the system is shown in the
Figure 6.7. The solar heating system consists of 22 flat plate collectors with total
aperture area of 155.5

, external heat exchanger with specific

-value of

related to the collector aperture area and 10
solar store. Variable
130 /
speed pumps are installed in primary and secondary solar loops. The solar heating
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wing waterr tank with
h variable water voluume of maaximum
systeem charges the brew
50

.

Figurre 6.7: Scheematics of solar heatingg system at Huett breweery near Kaassel (Germa
any) with
positiions of tempeerature senso
ors used for anti-stagnattion approach

The anti-stagnnation algo
orithm is ffirst prograammed in the contrroller of th
he solar
heatiing system
m with the following
f
rrelevant setttings:
Staagnation teemperatures:


1
130°



_

103°



_

98°

If onne of the temperaturee thresholdds is reach
hed, the priimary and secondary
y pumps
shut down.
m settings:
Antii-stagnationn algorithm
 The prim
mary pump
p turns on aat
2 /
20

. It shuts do
own at

75°C
7
and ru
uns with thee constant flow
f
rate
70°C

 Speed of
o the seccondary puump is vaaried by the
t PID ccontroller to
t keep
80°C. This
T
tempeerature is chosen
c
much lower tthan 95°C used in
simulatiions in ord
der to preveent store ov
verheating due to posssible temp
perature
fluctuatiion occurriing when uusing the PID controller.
The approach was
w monito
ored for seeveral days. On the firrst testing day the seccondary
pum
mp is startedd for test pu
urpose alreeady at

70°C, indicatted by the point
p
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in F
Figure 6.8. It is seen
n that just after startting the pu
ump
increeases by around
a
10 K with no immediatte effect on
n
(lighht blue) tem
mperatures.. At the po int

(brown
n curve)
(oraange) and

_

the secondary
s
pump is sttarted at

80°C
C and only several miinutes afterr this

_

exceed
ds the stagnnation thresshold of

103°°C and the system staagnates.

Figurre 6.8: Application of anti-stagnatio
a
on approach
h to solar heating systeem at Huett brewery.
80°C. Point

First day shows it difficult to hold connstant

by 10 K followed
f
by delayed deccrease in

seconndary pump and immed
diate increasse of
_

. Point

shows no
ormal pump sstart, similarr effect for

few m
minutes becauuse of too hig
gh

inndicates testt start of
and stagnation after
a
only

_

Accoording to the
t measurements, tw
wo weak points
p
of the
t approaach are ideentified:
diffeerence betw
ween readings of twoo sensors
d
iis more thaan 10 K
_ and
whenn the seconndary pum
mp is not ruunning and
d

in
ncreases faast when th
he pump

is tuurned on. But
B due to the capaciity of the collector,
c
and
_ respond too
late to cooling down of
d system stagnates. So,
S it is obvvious that holding
_ and
apprroximately constant
8
80°C is nott possible by
b this cont
ntrol.
For tthe next daay the behaaviour of thhe secondaary pump was
w changedd as follow
ws:
 Secondaary pump turns on at
until
keepingg

_

85°C. If
80°C.

_

85°C and
a runs w
with smalll speed

80°C pump is managed
m
by the PID co
ontroller
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Figure 6.9 relevant
r
teemperaturees and flow
w rates are shown foor the seco
ond day.
In F
Due to modifieed control of the secoondary pum
mp,
is hold aaround 80°°C when
o and offf according
g to
the pprimary puump is on. The prim ary pump switches on
tempperature. Last
L time itt switches on at arou
und 15: 48 and shortlly after thaat (point
inn Figure 6.9)
6
the system stagnnate due to
o too high
h
_ . It seems that the
tempperature sensor measu
uring
iis impropeerly installeed.

Figurre 6.9: Appliication of an
nti-stagnationn approach to
t solar heating system aat Huett brew
wery. Day
80
0°C due to modified
m
control of seconndary pump.. But still

two sshows better control of
system
m stagnates at point

. Primary
P
pum
mp starts too
o late most likkely becausee improperly installed

tempeerature sensoor measuring
g

The secondaryy pump co
ontrol wass changed once more in orderr to keep
_
consstant at 80
0°C insteaad of
. Figurre 6.10 sh
hows the influence of this
ws relativ
moddification. The systeem does nnot stagnaate but
show
ve large
_
flucttuation aroound 80°C. It happenss due to co
ollector cap
pacity. Varriation of the
t flow
rate of the seecondary pump
p
doess not havee immediaate effect oon the controlled
ary pump is started
d at
80°°C collecto
or inlet
_ . When seconda
_
tempperature whhich is close to
nses fast, bu
ut it takes around 5 minutes
m
_ respon
till itt arrives att the collecctor outputt. At this tiime the PID
D controlleer being un
nable to
holdd
( keeps in
ncreasing),, increases the flow rate of thee secondary pump
_ (it
and cools downn
m
than needed. After
A
5 minu
utes “cooleed” fluid arrrives at
_ more
switches ooff the seccondary pu
c
ump and w
waits until
_ , PID controller
_
risess to 80°C too start the next
n loop.
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Figurre 6.10: Appplication of anti-stagnattion approacch to solar heating
h
systeem at Huett brewery.
Day tthree shows control of

_

80
0°C on a sunn
ny day. Prim
mary pump sttays on but secondary

pumpp switches onn and off duee to capacity in pipes and
d collector

It is obvious that neitheer
nor
e hold connstant in practical
p
_ can be
impllementationn by the PID controlller varying
g the flow rate of thee secondarry pump
by tthe propoosed anti-sstagnation strategy. The only
y temperaature at th
he heat
exchhanger whiich can be hold consttant by thee PID contrroller is
_ and, hence,
the iinlet tempeerature of th
he collectoor.

6.5..2. Modifiication. Implemen
I
ntation at
a Garten
nstrasse
In thhe followinng the resullts of holdiing
g secondarry pump
_ constant by varying
flow
w rate are shown
s
for the
t solar thhermal sysstem for DHW
D
prepaaration insttalled at
the G
Gartenstrassse in Kasssel (Germaany). The collector field
f
of 32
chargees 2
storee via externnal heat exchanger annd stratificaation devicce.
In Fiigure 6.11 relevant teemperaturees and flow
w rates are shown
s
wheen the flow
w rate of
the ssecondary pump
p
is varied bby the PID controller so that
75
5°C on a
_
sunnny day. It is
i seen thaat
can be holld constantt fairly welll, with on
nly 3K
_ c
flucttuation at the
t beginn
ning of the secondary
y pump op
peration annd then witth 1K.
At thhis
can also be hold faairly constaant with maximum
m
att 83°C, maaximum
for

is 93°C
C.
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Figurre 6.11: Appplication of anti-stagnattion approacch to solar heating
h
systeem in Garteenstrasse,
Kasseel on a sunnyy day.

_

75°C iss hold very well
w (within at
a max

3K)) by varying flow
f
rate

of seccondary pum
mp

Figuure 6.12 shhows appliication on a partially
y cloudy day
d with hhigh fluctuaation of
solarr radiation. It is seen that seconndary pump
p flow ratee
fluctuuates signiificantly
but
n be still hold
h
fairly cconstant, within
w
at max
m
4.5K.. However
_ can
depeendent on both
b
anging
also flucttuates and has its maaximum
_ and cha
at 92
2°C, noticeeably higheer than on a sunny day
y. Maximu
um for
remains at
a 93°C.
To ccalculate potential off the daily inefficientt collector operation for the measured
m
solarr heating system tw
wo sunny ddays with similar so
olar irradiaation are chosen:
12 S
September with
3.82
/
and usual ∆ control aand 15 Sep
ptember
withh
4.02
2
/
and annti-stagnatio
on control. On thesee days the sum of
enerrgy incomiing into sttore is cal culated giving
73,993
/ for 12
,
Septtember andd
49,56
/ for 15 Septeember whaat is aroun
nd 33%
,
less. For parttly cloudy
y 14 Septtember wiith
3.46
3
/
,
,
10
/ .
42,1
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Figurre 6.12: Appplication of approach
a
to ssolar heating
g system at Gartenstrass
G
se, Kassel on
n a partly
clouddy day. Flow
w rate of seco
ondary pumpp

fluctu
uates significcantly but

_

75°°C is still

hold ffairly well (w
within at maxx 4.5K) andd none stagn
nation thresh
hold is exceedded

Figurre 6.13: Coomparison of

,

for usual ∆

stagnnation (on 15
1 Septembeer) control. During a day
d
signifficantly highher

(on 12 September) and propossed anti,

for anti-sstagnation control
c
is

6.5. Practical application of anti-stagnation control

To conclude, the proposed anti-stagnation control strategy shows good theoretical
potential. However in practical implementation it is especially sensitive to correct
installation of relevant temperature sensors and proper settings of the PID controller
because inefficient collector operation occurs at high collector output temperature
close to stagnation threshold. Even small fluctuations in control might lead the solar
heating system into stagnation. Successfully applied daily anti-stagnation control
strategy shows more than 30% reduced energy flow to the store when compared to
usual ∆ control.
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7. Conclusion and outlook
In this thesis numerical optimization of the IEA Task 32 solar heating combisystem
is carried out with regards to three different aspects: optimization of the
combisystem in planning process, optimization in operation and anti-stagnation
control-based approach. In all cases the main focus was on development of suitable
methodology. In this chapter main results of the thesis are summarized and
discussed.

7.1. Design optimization of solar combisystem. Application
of sensitivity analysis methods
Basing on earlier research carried out at University of Kassel (Krause, 2003) which
suggested application of heuristic approaches as evolutionary strategies or genetic
methods to optimization of the combisystem in planning process, in this thesis a
hybrid genetic CHC - binary ( -ary) search algorithm is proposed and tested with
regards to computational efficiency and reliability. The method shows good
performance: all optimizations started from different randomly choosen populations
converge to nearly the same optimum ( 2%). Local binary search algorithm used
in the second stage of the hybrid algorithm to accelerate the convergence rate is
shown to be able to avoid the local optimum. Good parallelization properties of the
CHC algorithm allow up to times acceleration where is the population size
when running either on the server or in distributed computational network with at
least

available cores.

The proposed method is applied to optimization of the solar combisystem described
in Chapter 1. For this first the target function as solar energy costs (costs of the
combisystem divided by saved auxiliary final energy) is defined and then
18 parameters of solar combisystem which might have an influence on this target
function are chosen for optimization within corresponding variation ranges. The
combisystem is optimized for chosen extended fractional energy savings
incorporated in target function as a constraint in form of additional penalty function
term. In this way the IEA Task 32 solar combisystem was optimized for several
extended fractional savings and the Pareto front in form of the optimal points
connected to the curve: optimal solar energy costs vs. extended fractional savings is
obtained. The minimal solar energy costs which can be reached for the
combisystem at each given extended fractional savings or vice versa, the maximal
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fractional savings for fixed energy costs can be easily determined from the Pareto
front. It is shown that improvement of either around 13% in terms of costs or
around 19 percent points in terms of energy savings is reachable comparing to the
standard dimensioned IEA Task 32 solar combisystem. These figures are seen as
potential of the numerical optimization for the combisystem in planning process.
Influence of the domestic hot water and space heating demand as well as the
weather conditions (location of the combisystem) is investigated. Domestic hot
water profile is proportionally changed

50% (from initial 200 / to 100 / and

300 / ) and Pareto fronts are constructed by optimizations. The solar energy costs
increases by around 15% for 50% decrease in domestic hot water demand and it
decreases by 5

8% (depending on the point on the Pareto front) when demand

grows by 50%. The combisystem optimized for standard 200 / demand but used
with
1

50% reduced demand (100 / ) is not significantly worse (only around

5%) from the combisystem initially optimized for the reduced demand.

Influence of space heating demand is analysed by changing the building envelope.
The Pareto fronts for three buildings with 30, 60 and 100

/

of space

heating demand differ less than in 5%. However, the optimal combisystem
configurations for the same solar fractional savings differ significantly. For
example, to reach
of 30

/

and for 100

,

0.50 by the combisystem optimized for the SH demand

, collector area of 20
/

- 57

is required, for 60

/

- 38

.

Influence of the location, that is, simultaneous change of the solar insolation and
space heating shows that the minimal solar energy costs is nearly equal for the
combisystems built in Stockholm and Zurich for

,

0.35; For higher

,

up to 0.50 the comibsystem in Stockholm is up to 12% more expensive whereas the
combisystem built in Madrid is around 40% cheaper. The combisystem optimized
for Stockholm but built in Zurich is negligibly worse than that optimized for Zurich
in terms of solar energy costs but obviously it has larger fractional savings than if it
were built in Stockholm.
In Section 4.6 influence of variation of each optimization parameter as well as two
boundary condition parameters on solar energy costs is accessed around the
optimum point by application of three global sensitivity methods. First local
sensitivity at optimum is estimated. All parameters are changed (mostly in
50%;

50% ) one at a time showing that the both boundary condition
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parameters: collector price and domestic hot water demand have the largest
influence followed by the optimization parameters as boiler set temperature, slope,
collector input height in store, collector area, store volume, etc.
To estimate the influence in larger parameter space over the optimum and to
quantify it, three different sensitivity methods are applied in “narrow” and “broad”
parameter spaces (Table 4.3). The MLR model built by multiple linear regression
method basing on “measured” data calculated at random points of the “narrow”
parameter space shows very good correspondence (
0.97) to TRNSYS model
in this parameter space. Being justified by high value of the determination
coefficient, the model allows simple quantification of the parameter influence on
the solar energy costs. For example, increase of the collector price by 1
causes 4.57e‐04

/

/

increase in the solar energy costs or, in other

interpretation, if the collector price is changed by around 25%, the solar energy
costs is changed by around 0.025
/
what is 15% from the optimum
(Table 4.4). Two more MLR models are built: one including all parameters and
another including only optimization parameters in “broad” parameter space. Both
0.73 and
0.29, respectively. Large difference
models show poor fit with
between two values of the determination coefficient is due to large linear influence
of the boundary condition parameters: collector price and DHW load.
The qualitative sensitivity analysis method, the Morris method, based on calculation
of measures

∗

and

of the elementary effects ranks parameters by their

importance. The variation coefficient / ∗ indicates if the parameter effect is
mostly linear, that is nearly the same at different points of the parameter space
(small values of / ∗ ) or nonlinear, significantly different at different points. As
expected in “narrow” parameter space the effect of the most parameters is linear,
that is also shown by tight confidence ranges of the measure ∗ estimations. In
“broad” variation space the effect of collector price remains mostly linear but
effects of other significant parameters become nonlinear. Simple “quantification” of
the effects shows good agreement between the MLR and Morris methods in
“narrow” parameter space.
The extended FAST sensitivity method is applied to quantify the parameter
influence in “broad” variation space. According to the method 88% of variation in
solar energy price is explained by main effects of the parameters and method can be
seen as justified. The collector price and DHW load have the largest influence on
the solar energy price showed by the main effects

of 41% and 27%, respectively,
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followed by

,

and sl with 8% and 4%. The results are also in accordance

with ranking of the Morris method.
Although quite comprehensive study on design optimization of solar combisystem
and sensitivity analysis around optimum is carried out, there are some minor weak
points which remain open for future research. The combisystem cost function must
be carefully defined by more precise and comprehensive market study than that
carried out in this thesis. Installation expenses cannot be taken flat rate but must be
differentiated depending on component sizes and installation peculiarities.
Sensitivity analysis with respect to other boundary parameters as prices of store,
heat exchanger, pipes, pumps, etc. as well as interest rate should be carried out.

7.2. Optimization of solar combisystem in operation
Dynamic optimization of the solar combisystem based on an idea to separate yearly
optimization in many short ones is presented in Chapter 5. This approach is justified
only when variation of the optimization parameter on a specific hour or day has
influence on the system performance (target function) over a short time period only.
The proposed approach is applied to estimate potential of the dynamic hourly
adjustments of the flow rates in collector and store loops. The optimization results
show only a negligible benefit of 0.3 per cent points in terms of the extended
fractional energy savings when comparing to the constant (same over the year when
the pumps are on) flow rate already optimized during the design optimization. Low
optimization potential of dynamic flow rates adjustment indicates that application of
a smart controller which varies the flow rates depending on weather forecast would
be inefficient.
Potential of dynamic adjustment of the auxiliary heater control settings to the load
profile is estimated in a different way. For this the boiler heating up the store
auxiliary volume is replaced by two electrical instant heaters introduced into DHW
and space heating loops. Simulation results show that comparing to reference 1
combisystem (see Table 5.1) 1.85 percent points higher

,

due to smaller store

losses and larger solar gains, is achievable. It means 0.87

/

(around

5%) cheaper solar energy costs. If compared to the initial reference 0 combisystem
with optimized constant

,

53C, the potential is even larger due to higher

electricity consumption by the boiler (3.3 percent points in
1.6

/

(around 10%) in costs). If

,

,

and

is increased to 70C for

reference 0 combisystem then the dynamically optimized combisystem is 5.8
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percent points in

,

(3.1

/

or 17% in costs) better. This last

comparison shows the importance of auxiliary set temperature already stated in
Chapter 4 by sensitivity methods.
The method of separating long year optimization in many short ones and its
implementation for dynamic optimizations of solar thermal systems should be
approved by further applications.

7.3. A control - based anti - stagnation approach
A control-based anti-stagnation approach is presented and theoretically investigated
in Chapter 6. The proposed approach combines daily inefficient collector operation
and nightly cooling. It is investigated theoretically basing on TRNSYS simulation.
Minimal specific store volume required for stagnation-free operation for 10
sunniest days in a row without consumption is determined for three climate
conditions. The method can be applied to solar thermal systems with external heat
exchanger and collector with thermal loss coefficient larger than 3.0 /
.
Influence of boundary conditions on minimal specific store volume is analysed.
Change of the global radiation in 5% causes approximately 20% change of the
minimal specific store volume. Influence of the ambient temperature variations
(daily and nightly, simultaneous and in separate) and duration of night cooling is
shown as well.
Difficulties of practical implementation of the approach are described when applied
at Huett brewery (near Kassel, Germany). An approach cannot be applied as
proposed due to collector capacity. Temperature at the inlet to the store could not be
held at a fixed value. Large fluctuation occurs which lead to stagnation. The
approach is sensitive to correct positioning of the relevant temperature sensors.
A modification of the approach which cannot ensure the theoretical potential but
still provides good results is proposed. It turns to be reliable in application to solar
heating system installed in Gartenstrasse in Kassel both on sunny and partially
cloudy days. Inefficient daily collector operation shows 33% less energy incoming
into the store in comparison to usual ∆ control.
The proposed approach should be further investigated. Nightly cooling must be
practically implemented and the solar heating system analysed for several sunny
days in a row without consumption. Influence of the PID controller settings on
stability of the approach is to be estimated as well.

Nomenclature
Abbreviations
CHC

Cross generational elitist selection, Heterogeneous recombination by incest
prevention and Cataclysmic mutation

CPU

Central processing unit

DHW

Domestic hot water

FAST

Fourier amplitude sensitivity test

GenOpt

Generic optimization program

HX

Heat exchanger

IAM

Incident angle modifier

IEA

International energy agency

HTC

High Throughput Computing

MLR

Multiple linear regression

PID

Proportional integral derivative

SA

Sensitivity analysis

SH

Space heating

SSE

Squared sum of errors

SSM

Sum of squares of the model

SSTO

Total sum of squares

TRNSYS

Transient system simulation program

Nomenclature
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Latin symbols
1

First order heat loss coefficient

/

2

Second order heat loss coefficient

/

Collector area

2

Fourier coefficients

,

2

Store surface area
Estimates of regression coefficients
Specific heat capacity of brine

/

Specific heat capacity of water

/

Specific heat capacity of water

/

Elementary effect
Variance
Store insulation thickness
Pipe inner diameter
∆

,

Auxiliary controller lower dead band

∆

,

Auxiliary controller upper dead band

∆

,

∆T controller lower dead band

∆

,

∆T controller upper dead band
Residuals
Total energy consumption by solar combisystem

,

Electricity consumption by solar combisystem

,

Electricity consumption by reference system
Total energy consumption by reference heating system

0

0

Combisystem cost function with

0.025

Combisystem cost function with

0

,

Capital costs

,

Combisystem cost function for contractor with
0.025

,

Combisystem cost function for contractor with

,

Discounter components costs
Distribution of elementary effects
Overall penalty function

,

DHW penalty function

0

Nomenclature
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SH penalty function

,

/

Target function, solar energy costs
,

Extended fractional energy savings

,

Thermal fractional energy savings
Fractional savings indicator
Distribution of absolute values of elementary effects
Transformation functions in FAST method
Collector inlet position in store

,
,

∆T controller sensor position in store

,

Space heating inlet position in store

,

Space heating outlet position in store

,

Pressure drop in primary loop

,

Pressure drop in secondary loop
Null Hypothesis

0

Domestic hot water demand
Auxiliary energy
,

Auxiliary energy with penalty

,

Store thermal losses of reference heating system
Energy consumption by reference heating system
Space heating demand
Unit hypercube

,

Pipe length in primary loop

,

Pipe length in secondary loop
Specific collector flow rate

/

Mass flow rate in primary loop

/

Mass flow rate in secondary loop

/

Number of auxiliary nodes
Maximum number of nodes in store
p-value
Collector price
Interest factor
2

Determination coefficient

/

2

Nomenclature
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Main effects
Total effects

air

Air temperature of building zone



aux,set

Boiler set temperature



col

Collector output temperature



col,mean

Mean collector temperature



DHW

DHW temperature delivered to consumer



-value of collector heat exchanger

/

-value of external DHW heat exchanger

/
3

Auxiliary heating volume
Expansion vessel volume
Volume flow rate in primary loop

3/

Volume flow rate in secondary loop

3/

Store volume

3

Frequency
Electricity consumption by solar combisystem
,

Electricity consumption by reference heating system
Combisystem configuration
Measurements of target function
Fit values of target function
Mean of measured data

Greek symbols
Regression coefficients
MLR model errors

0

Collector optical efficiency

Λ

Eigenfrequencies



Mean of distribution

in Morris method

Mean of distribution

in Morris method

∗

Standard deviation of distribution


Input space in Morris method

in Morris method
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Appendix
A.

Price functions of solar combisystem components

Price functions

for capital cost calculation (4.7) for each main solar

,

,

combisystem component

1, … ,

based on online discounter offers. All

prices are in Euro and include German value-added tax (VAT) of 19%
Collector:

0.66 ∙

Collector pipes:

0.005 ∙

200 ∙

0.19 ∙

Expansion vessel: 0.008 ∙

/

Solar HX: 0.145 ∙

/

DHW HX: 0.043 ∙

Store charge pump: 8.77 ∙

/

/

(A.2)

(A.3)

13.67

2.47 ∙

10.51 ∙

,

1.2 ∙ 2 ∙

0.35 ∙

Collector pump: 8.77 ∙

(A.1)

0.75

/

∙

,

37.92 ∙

/

91.43

323

/

(A.5)

48.5

(A.6)

2.47 ∙

/

∙

,

37.92 ∙

/

91.43

399.5 ∙

244.3,

2

1689 ∙

1682,

2

(A.7)

(A.8)

Store:
171.3 ∙

.

Store insulation:

Cellar pipes:

(A.4)

∙ 54.89 ∙

0.005 ∙

Controller: 300
Other parts: 300

24.56

0.19 ∙

∙

1.2 ∙ 2 ∙

1

0.7
0.3
,

/ .

(A.9)

(A.10)
(A.11)

10 ∙

(A.12)
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Influence of boundary conditions on optimization
results (Tables with results)
50% 100 /

Table B.1: Optimization results for DHW demand

presented by red curve in

Figure 4.11. First column shows properties of base case Task 32 combisystem
base case opt2,
Task 32
0.40

opt3,

opt4,

0.45

opt5,

0.50

0.60

Optimization parameters
Collector area,

20

25

31

39

58

Store volume,

2

1.8

2

2

2.9

Auxiliary volume,

0.2

0.1

0.14

0.12

0.22

Store insulation,

0.15

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

Pipe inner diameter,
/

Specific flow rate,

13

14

14

16

18

15

12

11

11

10

T upper dead band,

7

7

8

5

5.5

T lower dead band,

4

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

T sensor pos. in store, %

0.1

0.09

0.11

0.13

0.13

2100

1900

1900

3100

4000

5333

3480

3480

3480

4100

Coll. inlet pos. in store, %

0.4

0.84

0.81

0.81

0.84

SH outlet pos. in store, %

0.96

0.95

0.93

0.94

0.93

SH inlet pos. in store, %

0.15

0.15

0.2

0.18

0.18

Set temp. of aux. heater, °

63

50

48

49

46

Aux. upper dead band,

8

6.4

4

5.6

5.6

Aux. lower dead band,

2

2.6

2.1

3.1

2.8

Collector slope,°

45

59

60

62

64

Aux. energy demand,

7.82

5.98

5.5

4.96

3.87

Solar yield, k

5.89 294

5.65 225

6.31 203

6.92 177

8.53 147

Store losses

2.3

1.69

1.85

1.91

2.38

Ref. store losses,

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

SH demand,

8.46

8.45

8.45

8.45

8.45

DHW demand,

2.93

1.46

1.46

1.46

1.46

Ref. demand,

14.72

12.97

12.98

12.97

12.98

0.23

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.22

9.88

7.7

7.12

6.49

5.2

0.27

0.26

0.26

0.26

0.25

13.3 663

14.9 594

17.0 548

19.8 506

26.8 461

9.9 396

11.3 365

13.2 337

17.9 307

/

UA of solar HX,

/

UA of DHW HX,

/

Energy quantities,
/
,

Ref. el. demand,

,

Solar demand,
Solar el. demand,

,

/

Capital costs,
End user

,

Contractor

8.9 442

,

/

Target function (Annuity costs),
End user, interest rate 2.5%
,
End user, own capital
,
Contractor, int. rate 2.5%
,

,

,

Contractor, own capital
,

,

,

Contractor, own cap., no tax
,

,

,

,

/

0.196,

0.202,

0.208,

0.218,

0.247,

951

1064

1217

1415

1920

0.158,

0.162,

0.167,

0.175,

0.198,

763

854

977

1136

1541

0.131,

0.135,

0.139,

0.146,

0.165,

634

709

811

943

1280

0.105,

0.108,

0.111,

0.117,

0.132,

509

569

651

757

1027

0.088,

0.091,

0.094,

0.098,

0.111,

427

478

547

636

863

0.406

0.451

Extended fractional energy savings
,

0.329

0.5

0.6
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Table B.2: Optimization results for DHW demand

50% 300 /

presented by green curve in

Figure 4.11. First column shows properties of base case Task 32 combisystem
base case opt1,
Task 32
0.30

opt2,

opt3,

0.35

opt4,

0.40

opt5,

0.50

0.60

Optimization parameters
Collector area,

20

13

20

24

39

55

Store volume,

2

1.2

1.3

1.8

2

3

Auxiliary volume,

0.2

0.16

0.14

0.14

0.24

0.2

Store insulation,

0.15

0.25

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.3

Pipe inner diameter,
/

Specific flow rate,

13

10

12

12

14

18

15

11

9

8

7

10

T upper dead band,

7

4

7.5

4

4

9

T lower dead band,

4

0.5

1.7

3.5

1

1

T sensor pos. in store, %

0.1

0.2

0.13

0.18

0.16

0.15

2100

1300

1600

1600

3100

4300

/

UA of solar HX,

/

5333

8440

7820

7200

9060

10300

Coll. inlet pos. in store, %

0.4

0.74

0.81

0.77

0.77

0.87

SH outlet pos. in store, %

0.96

0.93

0.9

0.93

0.89

0.94

SH inlet pos. in store, %

0.15

0.26

0.3

0.28

0.26

0.23

Set temp. of aux. heater, °

63

66

66

67

61

63

Aux. upper dead band,

8

15.2

13.6

13.6

14.4

16

Aux. lower dead band,

2

4

4

3.3

2.4

3.5

45

52

57

56

60

64

Aux. energy demand,

7.82

9.17

8.36

7.76

6.36

5.06

Solar yield, k

5.89 294

4.72 363

5.81 290

6.46 269

7.90 202

9.57 174

2.3

1.04

1.31

1.34

1.36

1.68

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64
8.47

UA of DHW HX,

Collector slope,°
/

Energy quantities,
/

Store losses
Ref. store losses,

,

SH demand,

8.46

8.45

8.45

8.45

8.45

DHW demand,

2.93

4.39

4.39

4.39

4.39

4.39

Ref. demand,

14.72

16.45

16.45

16.45

16.45

16.47

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

0.23

9.88

11.51

10.58

9.86

8.21

6.65

0.27

0.28

0.28

0.27

0.27

0.26

13.3 663

10.6 813

12.9 647

15.0 625

20.7 530

27.4 497

8.9 442

7.1 542

8.6 431

10.0 416

13.8 353

18.2 331

0.163,

0.180,

0.201,

0.154,

Ref. el. demand,

,

Solar demand,
Solar el. demand,

,

/

Capital costs,
End user

,

Contractor

,

/

Target function (Annuity costs),
End user, interest rate 2.5%
,
End user, own capital
,

0.196,

,

/
0.158,

951

927

1075

1483

1960

758

0.158,

0.127,

0.131,

0.144,

0.161,

0.123,

763

744

863

1190

1573

608

Contractor, int. rate 2.5%

0.131,

0.105,

0.109,

0.120,

0.134,

0.102,

,

634

618

717

988

1307

505

Contractor, own capital

0.105,

0.085,

0.087,

0.096,

0.108,

0.082,

,

509

496

575

793

1049

405

0.088,

0.071,

0.073,

0.081,

0.090,

0.069,

427

417

483

667

881

340

0.357

0.401

0.501

0.596

,

,

,

,

Contractor, own cap., no tax
,

,

,

Extended fractional energy savings
,

0.329

0.3
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Table B.3: Optimization results for SH demand 30

/

presented by green curve in

Figure 4.12. First column shows properties of base case Task 32 combisystem
base case opt2,
Task 32
0.30

opt3,

Optimization parameters
Collector area,

20

9

13

20

Store volume,

2

0.77

1.17

1.57

2

Auxiliary volume,

0.2

0.14

0.14

0.26

0.16

Store insulation,

0.15

0.2

0.2

0.25

0.2

Pipe inner diameter,

13

14

10

10

14

/

opt4,

0.40

opt5,

0.50

0.60
32

15

36

13

8

9

T upper dead band,

7

4

6.5

4

8

T lower dead band,

4

1.4

1.2

4

0.7

T sensor pos. in store, %

0.1

0.2

0.13

0.16

0.15

2100

1000

1000

1300

2200

Specific flow rate,

/

UA of solar HX,

/

5333

5340

5340

5960

7200

Coll. inlet pos. in store, %

0.4

0.45

0.74

0.77

0.77

SH outlet pos. in store, %

0.96

0.91

0.89

0.84

0.93

SH inlet pos. in store, %

0.15

0.3

0.18

0.3

0.26

Set temp. of aux. heater, °

63

55

56

51

51

Aux. upper dead band,

8

8

12

9.6

8

Aux. lower dead band,

2

0.7

3.5

3.8

2.4

Collector slope,°

45

53

59

61

61

Aux. energy demand,

7.82

4.88

4.26

3.52

2.73

Solar yield, k

5.89 294

3.16 351

4.05 311

4.87 243

6.24 194

2.3

0.99

1.25

1.32

1.87

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

SH demand,

8.46

4.12

4.12

4.12

4.12

DHW demand,

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

Ref. demand,

14.72

9.54

9.53

9.54

9.54

0.23

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

9.88

6.38

5.65

4.76

3.82

0.27

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.23

13.3 663

7.8 865

10.0 768

13.3 662

17.7 552

8.9 442

5.2 576

6.7 512

8.8 441

11.8 368
0.222,

UA of DHW HX,

/

Energy quantities,
/

Store losses
Ref. store losses,

,

Ref. el. demand,

,

Solar demand,
Solar el. demand,

,

/

Capital costs,
End user

,

Contractor

,

/

Target function (Annuity costs),
End user, interest rate 2.5%
,
End user, own capital
,

,

/

0.196,

0.177,

0.185,

0.199,

951

558

716

950

1266

0.158,

0.142,

0.148,

0.160,

0.178,

763

447

575

762

1016

Contractor, int. rate 2.5%

0.131,

0.118,

0.123,

0.133,

0.148,

,

634

372

477

633

844

Contractor, own capital

0.105,

0.095,

0.099,

0.107,

0.119,

,

509

298

383

508

677

0.088,

0.079,

0.083,

0.090,

0.100,

427

250

322

427

569

0.331

0.407

0.501

,

,

,

,

Contractor, own cap., no tax
,

,

,

Extended fractional energy savings
,

0.329
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Table B.4: Optimization results for SH demand 100

/

presented by red curve in

Figure 4.12. First column shows properties of base case Task 32 combisystem
base case opt2,
Task 32
0.0

opt3,

opt4,

0.30

opt5,

0.35

0.50

Optimization parameters
Collector area,

20

14

24

34

57

Store volume,

2

1.1

1.83

2

5

Auxiliary volume,

0.2

0.12

0.12

0.1

0.13

Store insulation,

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.2

0.25

Pipe inner diameter,

13

10

14

14

16

/

15

12

12

12

10

T upper dead band,

7

4

5.5

5

4

T lower dead band,

4

4

4

0.5

1.9

T sensor pos. in store, %

0.1

0.15

0.07

0.13

0.13

2100

1300

1600

2200

4900

Specific flow rate,

/

UA of solar HX,

/

5333

4720

5960

5340

5960

Coll. inlet pos. in store, %

0.4

0.84

0.87

0.87

0.9

SH outlet pos. in store, %

0.96

0.91

0.97

0.97

0.99

SH inlet pos. in store, %

0.15

0.3

0.3

0.26

0.26

Set temp. of aux. heater, °

63

56

54

61

59

Aux. upper dead band,

8

12

7.2

16

15.2

Aux. lower dead band,

2

2.6

2.8

2.4

2.8

45

51

52

58

59

Aux. energy demand,

7.82

13.48

11.99

11.09

8.42

Solar yield, k

5.89 294

4.63 330

6.35 264

7.67 225

11.1 193

2.3

1.18

1.38

1.79

2.45

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

8.46

14

14

14.01

14.01

UA of DHW HX,

Collector slope,°
/

Energy quantities,
/

Store losses
Ref. store losses,

,

SH demand,
DHW demand,

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

Ref. demand,

14.72

21.3

21.3

21.31

21.32

0.23

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

Ref. el. demand,

,

Solar demand,
Solar el. demand,

,

End user

,

Contractor

9.88

16.62

14.86

13.79

10.65

0.27

0.3

0.29

0.29

0.29

13.3 663

10.3 737

14.9 622

18.1 533

29.1 509

8.9 442

6.9 491

10.0 414

12.1 355

19.4 339
0.195,

/

Capital costs,

,

/

Target function (Annuity costs),
End user, interest rate 2.5%
,
End user, own capital
,

,

/

0.196,

0.158,

0.166,

0.173,

951

739

1070

1300

2082

0.158,

0.127,

0.133,

0.139,

0.157,

763

593

859

1044

1671

Contractor, int. rate 2.5%

0.131,

0.105,

0.111,

0.115,

0.130,

,

634

493

713

867

1388

Contractor, own capital

0.105,

0.085,

0.089,

0.093,

0.104,

,

509

395

572

696

1114

0.088,

0.071,

0.075,

0.078,

0.088,

427

332

481

584

936

0.303

0.353

,

,

,

,

Contractor, own cap., no tax
,

,

,

Extended fractional energy savings
,

0.329

0.22
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Table B.5: Optimization results for Stockholm (SE) presented by green curve in Figure 4.13. First
column shows properties of base case Task 32 combisystem located in Zurich (CH)
base case opt1,
Task 32
0.25

opt2,

opt3,

0.30

opt4,

0.35

opt5,

0.40

0.50

Optimization parameters
Collector area,

20

16

22

30

41

60

Store volume,

2

1.2

1.5

1.9

2

5

Auxiliary volume,

0.2

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.26

Store insulation,

0.15

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.25

Pipe inner diameter,
/

Specific flow rate,

13

12

12

14

14

18

15

11

9

9

10

10

T upper dead band,

7

6.5

8.5

10

11.5

6.5

T lower dead band,

4

0.7

1

2.4

1.9

0.5

T sensor pos. in store, %

0.1

0.13

0.15

0.05

0.05

0.11

2100

1000

1600

2200

3100

3700
5960

/

UA of solar HX,

/

5333

4720

5340

5340

5340

Coll. inlet pos. in store, %

0.4

0.81

0.87

0.74

0.81

0.9

SH outlet pos. in store, %

0.96

0.89

0.92

0.93

0.95

0.95

SH inlet pos. in store, %

0.15

0.3

0.3

0.24

0.2

0.24

Set temp. of aux. heater, °

63

58

55

58

55

51

Aux. upper dead band,

8

13.6

9.6

14.4

12

9.6

Aux. lower dead band,

2

2.8

3.5

4

2.8

3.3

Collector slope,°

45

64

66

70

71

75

Aux. energy demand,

7.82

11.73

10.91

10.11

9.28

7.64

Solar yield, k

5.89 294

4.81 300

5.78 262

6.87 228

7.82 190

10.1 168

2.3

1.23

1.38

1.67

1.79

2.4
0.64

UA of DHW HX,

/

Energy quantities,
/

Store losses
Ref. store losses,

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

0.64

SH demand,

8.46

12.41

12.41

12.42

12.41

12.42

DHW demand,

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

Ref. demand,

14.72

19.41

19.42

19.43

19.42

19.43

Ref. el. demand,

0.23

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

9.88

14.54

13.57

12.61

11.64

9.7

0.27

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.28

0.28

13.3 663

11.0 690

13.6 619

16.8 560

20.5 499

29.5 491

8.9 442

7.4 460

9.1 413

11.2 373

13.7 332

19.7 327

,

,

Solar demand,
Solar el. demand,

,

/

Capital costs,
End user

,

Contractor

,

/

Target function (Annuity costs),
End user, interest rate 2.5%

,

/

0.196,

0.162,

0.167,

0.177,

0.189,

0.217,

951

791

977

1204

1467

2114

0.158,

0.130,

0.134,

0.142,

0.151,

0.174,

763

635

784

966

1178

1697

Contractor, int. rate 2.5%

0.131,

0.108,

0.111,

0.118,

0.126,

0.145,

,

,
End user, own capital
,

634

527

651

803

978

1409

Contractor, own capital

0.105,

0.087,

0.089,

0.095,

0.101,

0.116,

,

509

423

522

644

785

1131

0.088,

0.073,

0.075,

0.079,

0.085,

0.098,

427

356

439

541

659

950

0.251

0.301

0.351

0.401

0.501

,

,

,

,

Contractor, own cap., no tax
,

,

,

Extended fractional energy savings
,

0.329
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Table B.6: Optimization results for Madrid (ES) presented by red curve in Figure 4.13. First
column shows properties of base case Task 32 combisystem located in Zurich (CH)
base case opt1,
Task 32
0.0

opt2,
0.60

Optimization parameters
Collector area,

20

9

18

Store volume,

2

0.8

1.5

Auxiliary volume,

0.2

0.12

0.12

Store insulation,

0.15

0.15

0.15

Pipe inner diameter,

13

14

12

/

15

36

10

T upper dead band,

7

4

5

T lower dead band,

4

0.5

1.9

T sensor pos. in store, %

0.1

0.24

0.13

2100

1000

1300

5333

4100

5340

Coll. inlet pos. in store, %

0.4

0.71

0.87

SH outlet pos. in store, %

0.96

0.97

0.95

SH inlet pos. in store, %

0.15

0.27

0.18

Set temp. of aux. heater, °

63

59

57

Specific flow rate,

/

UA of solar HX,

/

UA of DHW HX,

Aux. upper dead band,

8

10.4

12

Aux. lower dead band,

2

3.5

2.8

45

54

58

Collector slope,°
/

Energy quantities,
Aux. energy demand,

7.82

5.29

3.43

Solar yield, k

5.89 294

5.25 583

7.69 427

2.3

1.63

2.19

/

Store losses
Ref. store losses,

0.64

0.64

0.64

SH demand,

8.46

5.96

5.96

DHW demand,

2.93

2.93

2.93

Ref. demand,

14.72

11.7

11.7

0.23

0.2

0.2

9.88

6.88

4.67

0.27

0.26

0.25

13.3 663

7.5 836

11.9 663

8.9 442

5.0 557

8.0 442

,

Ref. el. demand,

,

Solar demand,
Solar el. demand,

,

/

Capital costs,
End user

,

Contractor

,

/

Target function (Annuity costs),
End user, interest rate 2.5%

,

/

0.196,

0.112,

0.122,

951

539

855

0.158,

0.090,

0.098,

763

433

686

Contractor, int. rate 2.5%

0.131,

0.075,

0.081,

,

,
End user, own capital
,

634

359

570

Contractor, own capital

0.105,

0.060,

0.065,

,

509

288

457

0.088,

0.050,

0.055,

427

242

384

0.412

0.601

,

,

,

,

Contractor, own cap., no tax
,

,

,

Extended fractional energy savings
,

0.329

C. MLR model for

C.

,

116

in “narrow” parameter space

MLR model for

in “narrow” parameter space

,

Table C.1: Results of MLR method for

,

in “narrow” variation space as in Table 4.3.

Estimates of the intercept and regression coefficients

, 95% confidence interval, corresponding

– values and significance levels are presented. Absolute and relative (with respect to optimum)
∆

variation in

is shown due to 55% variation in corresponding parameters.

Determination coefficient

equals 0.98

estimate

Paramater

95% Confidence interval
2.5%

97.5%

- value

Significance

,

∆

∆

,

/

% of opt.

0. Intercept

2.84E‐01

2.72E‐01

2.96E‐01

2e‐16

∗∗∗

1.

8.45E‐03

8.29E‐03

8.60E‐03

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.033

10.7

1.94E‐02

1.76E‐02

2.12E‐02

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.006

2.1

‐1.42E‐03

‐1.69E‐03

‐1.15E‐03

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.003

1.0

9.43E‐02

8.34E‐02

1.05E‐01

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.005

1.7

‐2.40E‐04

‐4.67E‐04

‐1.32E‐05

0.04

∗.

0.001

0.2

‐6.36E‐04

‐8.26E‐04

‐4.46E‐04

1.31e‐10

∗∗∗

0.002

0.6

0.001

0.2

,

2.

,

3.
4.

,

5.

,

6.

,

7. ∆

,

8. ∆

,

9.

/

.

,
,

,

10.

,

/

‐6.19E‐04

‐1.17E‐03

‐6.28E‐05

0.03

∗

9.50E‐05

‐4.69E‐04

6.59E‐04

0.7

0.000

0.0

‐4.06E‐03

‐2.09E‐02

1.28E‐02

0.6

0.000

0.0

9.91E‐06

7.77E‐06

1.21E‐05

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.003

0.9

∗∗∗

0.004

1.3

0.000

0.1

0.001

0.4

0.000

0.1

11.

,

1.86E‐02

1.58E‐02

2.13E‐02

2e‐16

12.

,

‐1.63E‐02

‐4.72E‐02

1.46E‐02

0.3

13.

,

1.31E‐02

5.69E‐03

2.04E‐02

0.0

2.26E‐07

‐1.07E‐07

5.59E‐07

0.2

,°

‐1.69E‐03

‐1.73E‐03

‐1.65E‐03

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.024

7.9

,

5.57E‐04

2.54E‐04

8.61E‐04

0.0

∗∗∗

0.001

0.4

‐1.38E‐04

‐1.17E‐03

8.95E‐04

0.8

0.000

0.0

18. , °

‐1.07E‐03

‐1.11E‐03

‐1.03E‐03

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.015

5.0

19.

1.31E‐02

1.09E‐02

1.52E‐02

2e‐16

∗∗∗

0.004

1.2

‐6.78E‐06

‐1.74E‐05

3.81E‐06

0.000

0.1

14.
15.

,
,

16. ∆

,

17. ∆

,

20.
/

/

,

∗∗∗.

,
0.208774

